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Sometime within the next several years, the nrst
American will soar into orbit around the earth. He will be
sealed in a small, cone-shaped space capsule mounted atop an
Atlas missile. The missile will climb 100 miles in less than six
minutes, where the capsule will disengage and go into orbit. The
man will be alone in space.
4
4
The vehicle for this historic voyage is already in production under
the auspices of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's
"Project Mercury." One of the methods of heat protection is a beryl-
lium heat sink, forged on two giant steel dies. Both dies are USS
Quality Steel Forgings. The top die (shown being rough-machined
on one of our vertical boring mills) will be convex, 20 inches thick
and will weigh 26,520 pounds. The bottom die, concave and 18
inches thick, weighs 27,700 pounds. Both are 92 inches in diameter.
Steel is the starting gun in the race to outer space. Space ships
and missiles couldn't get off the ground without it. And Steel de-
pends on men like you. Send the coupon if you would like to find out
about the many engineering financial analysis or sales career op-
portunities at U. S. Steel. USS .s a registered trademark
This mark tells you a product is made i jj^t
of modern, dependable Steel, y .J^
United States Steel Corporation
Personnel Division
525 Wiiiiam Penn Place
Pittsburgh 30, Pennsylvania
Please send me the booklet.
Name
School
'Paths of Opportunity."
Address-
City _Zone State-
(UsS) United States Steel
Things
we know about
tomorrow
Uau^
. phenomenon of modern America is the so-called
think company." It owns no factories, manufactures
iO products and makes no shipments, but just "thinks"
bout problems- -and brilliant ways to solve them.
We have a number of "think companies" within Westinghouse.
One is a group of scientists in the research labs near
'ittsburgh who seek basic knowledge, like the production
f light by solids, and the origin of magnetism.
Other Westinghouse scientists in Baltimore apply basic knowle
that most demanding of all problems. . .national defense. At
'heswick, Pa., another group thinks about products needed in the
merican home 10 or 15 years from now.
As a result of this kind of thinking Westinghouse scientists and
ngineers have achieved startling advances in atomic power, the
aunching system for Polaris, thermoelectric generators
nd many other developments.
The back-up facilities in the Westinghouse "think companies"
lelp make Westinghouse the best place for talented engineers
or information on rewarding career opportunities write
.. H. Noggle, Westinghouse Educational Department,
.rdmore and Brinton Roads, Pittsburgh 21, Pa.
You can be sure... if it's
Westinghouse
w
NASA program-highlights
NEXT DECADE
IN SPACE
Year 4 to 14 of the Space Age
Project Mercury— U. S.'s first
manned satellite.
Project Mariner-600 to 1200 lbs
First U. S. Planetary missions to
Venus and Mars. Modified craft for
hard landings on moon.
Project Aeros— 24-hour stationary
weather satellite. Launched in
equatorial orbit. Three satellites
could permit continuous observa-
tion of most of earth's surface.
M
<s<
f %
Project Voyager-Orbit Mars and
Venus and eject instrumented cap-
sule for atmospheric entry and
perhaps landing.
Project Prospector— Soft landing
on moon and exploration of area
within 50 miles of landing point.
Nimbus— 600 to 700 lb. meteoro-
logical satellite series. Stabilization
system will keep cameras pointed
earthward.
Orbiting Astronomical Observatory
-Standardized, 3500 lb. satellite,
for several experiments with differ-
ent scientific sensors and special-
ized devices.
20.000 lbs
1960
Anticipated Growth of NASA
Spacecraft m terms of weight
of individual near earth satellites.
1963
Launch Vehicles— New and more
powerful launch vehicles; chemical,
electrical, nuclear propulsion.
CENTAUR SATURN C-1
Project Surveyor— First soft land-
ing on moon. Conduct observations
from stationary position.
Solar Observatory— 350 lb. Large
flywheel and extended arms rotate
to stabilize. Under construction.
Orbiting Geophysical Observatory
— 1000 lb. geophysical research
satellite designed for a near earth
circular polar orbit or an inclined
highly elliptical orbit
These programs facing the scientists and
engineers of NASA comprise the most
challenging assignment ever given a group
of Americans.
You are invited to work alongside the many
distinguished and dedicated members of our
technical staff. For details about
outstanding professional opportunities,
address your inquiry to the Personnel
Director of any of these NASA Research and
Space Flight Centers —
NASA Ames Research Center • Mountain View, California
NASA Flight Research Center • P.O. Box 273, Edwards, California
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center • Greenbelt, Maryland
NASA Langley Research Center • Hampton, Virginia
NASA Lewis Research Center • Cleveland 35, Ohio
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center • Huntsville, Alabama
NASA Wallops Station • Wallops Island, Virginia
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
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Nevif Cars and Trucks Use IVIore Malleable
For Better Performance... Lower Cost
As the automotive industry steps up its drive to pack
greater performance into lighter weight vehicles and
still hold costs in line, the demand for Malleable iron
castings continues to increase. Noted for their strength,
toughness, machinabUity and economy, Malleables are
used as key components in every make and type of
vehicle.
Matching each new advance in automotive technology,
Malleable is now avaOable in a broad range of properties,
including tensUe strengths from 50,000 to 120,000 psi!
Find out now how much Malleable castings can improve
your products. Contact any company that displays
this symbol—
-^r~' HL
i
MAIO-EABLE
IRON
CASTINGS
For Free Literature on advantages
of Malleable iron castings, with
examples from the automotive
industry, ask any member com-
pany for Data Unit No. 113,
or write to Malleable Castings
Council, Union Commerce Build-
ing, Cleveland 14, Ohio.
M E M B e c?
MALLEABLE
Testifying to Malleable's outstanding ability, pearlitic Malleable
iron crankshafts are now used in both cars and trucks, like
this new heavy-duty highway hauler Pearlitic Malleable was
chosen for its high strength, wear resistance, damping capacity
and machinability . . . Malleable is the most machinable of all
ferrous metals of similar properties.
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As you plan your career-be sure to consider
i*l\J115(4.1IL\J» It may surprise you that
Monsanto needs electrical and mechanical engineers,
as well as chemical engineers.
Fact is, though, that Monsanto offers many opportuni-
ties to men with your professional training, including:
• Process control
instrumentation
• Applied research
• Automated process systems
engineering
• Equipment evaluation and selection
Mechanical Engineers . .
.
• Plant design and layout
• Equipment selection
• Materials specification
• Design of new and unique
equipment
Electrical Engineers . .
.
• Design of electrical
systems
• Plant engineering
• Construction
• Specialization in the fields
of fluid mechanics, stress
analysis, heat transfer, etc.
• Power distribution and
substation design
May we discuss these with >ou as we ^isit your
campus this year? ^'ou can arrange for this visit with
your Placement Director;
or write Professional l{m-
ployment Manager, HM-2,
Monsanto Chemical Com-
pany, St. Louis 66, .Missouri.
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about Vitro Laboratories
in Silver Spring, Maryfanci
POURIS • TARTAR • TALOS • TERRIER
I -
I *
DIGITAL EQUIPMENT • SIMUUTORS • TORPEDOES
EXPERIMENTAL UNDERWATER VEHICLES
WEAPONS SYSTEMS ANALYSIS • FEASIBILITY STUDIES
. BASIC AND APPLIED RESEARCH
PHYSICISTS . MECHANICAL ENGINEERS
• ELEQRICAL ENGINEERS
See your Placement Office for odditioflal
information and interview dote- or write
Don Armiger, College Relations Administrator
LABORATORIES
^f^^W DIVISION OF VITRO CORPORATIONm mm of America
14000 GEORGIA AVENUE, SILVER SPRING, MO., WHITEHALL 2-7200
•;"• *#
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Energy conversion is our business
Earth's attraction for an apple?
Free fall in relativistic space?
A complex nneson field?
Built-in return power for project
Mercury?
How is it related to binding energy?
Gravity is both a bane and a boon to man's
efforts — and a thorough understanding of
it is of great significance in the completion
of Allison's energy conversion mission.
Gravity conditions our thinking on ad-
vanced assignments. For example, in
outer space there is a disorientation of
conventional design. The fact that large
accelerations can be obtained %vith lo\v
thrust forces has taken us into the new field
of electrical propulsion, ion and magneto-
hydrodynamic rockets.
In our inquiries, we supplement our owrn
resources by calling on many talents and
capabilities: General Motors Corporation,
its Divisions, other individuals and organi-
zations. By applying this systems engineer-
ing concept to new projects, we increase
the effectiveness with which we accom-
plish our mission — exploring the needs of
advanced propulsion andweapons systems.
Division of General Motors. Indianapolis 6, Indiana
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from The Editor's Desk
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Senility, Senority, and Flexible
Retirement
He begins his lecture by mumbling inaudibly
to the class. With hands withered by arthritis he
begins to write and develop formulas familiar
only to his poor senile mind. They have no cor-
relation to what is stated in the book. After too
many years of teaching he has forgotten to tell
the students how his symbols correspond to the
book's. When asked what these obscure inani-
ties filling the lovely green board are, he replies,
"these are the formulas I don't want you to use.
Simply apply the general formula in the chap-
ter." This would be fine, but he has forgotten to
tell the class what chapter he was going to cover
this particular day. These ore not random inci-
dences but would happen every day with slight
variations on the theme.
It has happened on this campus, and will
continue to happen while men v/ho should hove
been retired years before continue to teach. The
above mentioned professor was once considered
one of the finest teachers in the department. It
seems his mind decayed faster than the depart-
ment hod expected. Yet he continues to teach
through either pity, respect for seniority, or plain
ignorance on the part of the administration.
There exists this drastic waste of manpower
in our academic ranks. It takes the form of keep-
ing teachers who have lost the capacity to com-
municate, or at the other extreme, firing men
at some arbitrary retirement dote. The latter case
certainly predominates. In some situations the
man can continue his research but must stop
teaching.
The senile professor situation does not occur
often, but when it does occur it is tragic. Why
should students be forced to sit before a man
v/ho can barely walk, talk, hear, write, or, of
prime importance, communicate with young
minds.
There are certainly many problems to be
faced when a teacher's retirement draws near.
Many men are turned away from what they
know and love without adequate retirement pay
and often face abject poverty. Something is
being done about this sad situation. With a
grant of $205,000 from the Ford Foundation,
the American Association of University Profes-
sors and the Association of American Colleges
inaugurated the Retired Professor's Registry in
January, 1958. It is located in Washington, D.C.,
and is currently headed by Louis Corson. Its
job is to place capable retired professors bock
in the educational profession. An additional aid
to retired professors is insurance with unlimited
age ceiling to help combat the financial burden.
Why all this waste and burden? The prime
reason is that men are retired not because of
ability, but because of some arbitrary obsoles-
cence date. The solution is not simple. How-
ever, if students are constantly being tested as
to what they have learned, why not test teachers
occasionally to see if they can teach?
When a man reaches the age of sixty or
sixty-two, why not test him every other year to
observe the quality of his teaching? This may
be on affront to many of our learned men, but
if they feel a professional responsibility they
must retire if no longer fulfilling this same re-
sponsibility. To the men who are able to teach
the test would come as a welcome challenge.
The test may be simple enough. Have one
of the faculty sit in on one or two classes. The
test would not be scheduled and could happen
at any time. This should guarantee the class
would be conducted as it is from day to day.
If answers come as fond remembrances of things
post, or ore left incomplete, if numbers having
no meaning fill the board, if equal signs are
continually misplaced, the man may not be up
to par.
If the lecture has some meaning and is de-
livered, logically there is no reason for a man
to be retired at sixty or one hundred and six.
Age is no criterion for retirement. Ability, both
intellectual and physical, is needed to communi-
cate with students. Here is the criterion!
The above mentioned test may seem tact-
less to a sensitive faculty. If so, let them find
some other method to measure a man's ability.
If none can be found the "brute force" of a
demonstration of ability must be used.
The waste of trained teaching power can
only be avoided if men of ability are allowed
to continue to teach until they choose to re-
tire. And when they choose to, or must be re-
tired, there must be enough funds for a com-
fortable existence.
—Sheldon H. Altmon
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MULTIPLE SCATTERIMS
STRUCTURAL SCArrER.«G
-NEuTeoN SMlEL.DiwG
REACTOR
GRO u 1^ D SCMTTeRirj&
Concepts of "Divided Shielding" and "Shadow Shielding"
NUCLEAR POWER AND
ITS APPLICATIONS
Part III: Nuclear Propulsion
By George Carruthers, N.E., B.S., Ae.E., Technical Editor
It is in the application of nuclear
power to transportation that the tre-
mendous advantage of nuclear power
comes apparent. Since one pound of fis-
sionable material is equivalent to 2,-
000,000 pounds of coal in energv--pro-
ducing capacity, the use of nuclear
pou-er provides a great saving in fuel
weight and virtually eliminates refuel-
ing stops. There already exist sub-
marines and surface vessels powered by
nuclear energy which can circle the
world several times without refueling,
and within a few years there will exist
nuclear-powered aircraft with the same
capability. The use of nuclear power in
rocket vehicles, either directly or as a
nuclear-electric system, will enable man
to travel to the farthest reaches of the
solar system with relatively small fuel
consumption.
Nuclear Ships and Submarines
The USS Nautilus was the first of
a long line of nuclear-powered vessels
in operation or under construction by
the United States. It uses a pressurized
water reactor similar to the one at the
Shippingport, Pa., power station, and
the land-based naval training reactor at
Idaho Falls. At the time of its second
refueling, the Xdutilus had traveled a
total of 153,886 miles, of which 115,-
383 were fully submerged.
On 23 July. 1958, the Xauti/us left
Honolulu and after a rapid submerged
voyage through the Bering Strait, went
under ice off Point Barrow, Alaska,
and proceeded due north to become, at
11:15 (EDST) on 3 August, the first
ship in history to reach the North Pole.
After steaming o\er 181)0 miles under
the polar pack the submarine on 5 Au-
gust entered the open waters of the
Greenland Sea west of Spitzbergen and
continued south to the Atlantic to be-
come the first ship to make the North-
west Passage via the polar route.
The submarine covered a total dis-
tance of about 8,000 miles—of that,
about 97
'/f was undersea.
[ .S5 Skate duplicated the feat of
Nautilus 1 1 August by successfully
crossing the North Pole while exploring
under-sea routes beneath the polar ice-
cap.
The t^S'^ Scau'olf. the second in the
line of nuclear-powered submarines, dif-
fered from \autilus in that a sodium-
cooled reactor was used instead of a
pressurized-water one. The primary"
sodium coolant is used to boil water in
a heat exchanger, with the resultant
steam being used to drive the turbines.
In the pressurized-water type reactor,
the pressurized water is used to boil
secondary water in the heat exchanger.
Due to the superior heat transfer prop-
erties of sodium, a sodium-cooled reac-
tor can be made lighter and more ef-
ficient than a water-cooled reactor.
However, the Seaivolf experienced
much difficulty due to corrosion arid
leakage problems of the primary sodi-
um coolant, and as a residt, the Skate
and all successive nuclear submarines
have used the pressurized-water type
reactor.
Since it was realized that nuclear
submarines would spend the majority of
their time submerged, ways were inves-
tigated to improve the maximum speed
while submerged by improvement of the
hydrodynamic configuration of the sub-
marines. After extensive wind - tunnel
tests, engineers came up with an im-
proved "tear drop" or fish-shaped con-
figuration, which was first used in the
diesel-powered L SS Albacore. The
new configuration was combined with
nuclear power in the USS Skipjack.
which at present holds the speed record
for all submarines.
The ['55 Triton, commissioned Nov.
10, 1959, is powered by two nuclear
reactors and is the largest submarine
ever built for the L . S. Navy.
L. S. Submarines George U ashing-
ton, Patrick Henry, and Theodore
Roosevelt are the first of a fleet of nu-
clear-powered submarines which will be
equipped with the Polaris FBM ( Fleet
Ballistic Missile), each of which consti-
tutes a mobile launching pad of almost
unlimited range.
The Navys guided missile cruiser.
Long Beach, which was launched July
14, 1959, is the free world's first nu-
clear-powered surface vessel. (The Rus-
sians were first with their nuclear pow-
ered icebreaker, Lenin.) The Long
Beach is powered by two pressurized-
water reactors. Also under construction
are the guided missile destrover Bain-
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bridge, and the aircraft carrier Enter-
prise, which, powered by eight reactors,
is the largest ship ever built.
The .V5 Savannah, the world's first
nuclear-powered merchant ship, was
named after the 55 Smmnnah. the first
steamship to cross the Atlantic Ocean.
May-June. 1819. This event has been
commemorated annually since 1933 as
Maritime Day (May 22) by Presi-
dential Proclamation.
The ship was named by President
Eisenhower on October 29, 1957. ac-
cepting the suggestion of the Maritime
Industr\\ He had first proposed build-
ing the ship in a New York speech on
April 25, 1955.
The ship was authorized bv Congress
in Public Law 848. July 20. 1955. to
be built as a joint project of the U. S.
Atomic Energ>- Commission and the
U. S. Department of Commerce's Mari-
time Administration, under Sections
715 and 716. Merchant Marine Act of
1936. as amended. The design was initi-
ated July 2, 1956. with the contract for
development and fabrication let by the
Atomic Energ\' Commission to Babcock
and Wilcox, on April 4. 1957, on a
fixed-price (S9,872,0ai) basis. The re-
actor is an advanced design pressurized-
water type with fuel elements enriched
to about 4*^^^ U-235, and is the same
t^pe as used in the t 55 Xautilus and
1'55 Siate. and Shippingport Atomic
Power Station in Pennsylavania. The
reactor has an output of 74 MWT
( Mega-watts, Thermal ) maximum and
has a life expectancy of the core of 52,-
0(K) MWD (megawatt days) or about
3^2 years.
The reactor core is 66 inches high by
62 inches mean diameter, containing
about 8.060 kilograms of uranium ox-
ide (fO^, ) enriched to 4.4 weight per-
cent of uranium-235 (312.4 kg of L-
235). held in 32 fuel elements (164
fuel rods per element) clad in stainless
steel. The core is enclosed in a pressure
vessel 26.5 feet high and 98 inches in-
side diameter. constr\ictcd of six-inch
carbon steel plate clad on the inside with
type 304 stainless steel. The design pres-
sure is 2,000 psi. and the design tem-
perature is 650'F.
Surrounding the reactor is the pri-
mary- shield, a 17-foot high lead and
1 steel tank with an annular water space
[of 3i inches. The reactor, primary
I
shielding, and all equipment handling
!the primary coolant are inclosed in a
Icontainment vessel, a 50.5-foot long,
!35-foot diameter carbon steel closed cyl-
inder, with wall thickness varying from
|2^" to 4". The design pressure of the
jvessel is 184 psi, which is the pressure
that would be generated if all the pri-
jniar}- shield is of sufficient thickness that
IcrewTiien mav enter the containment
FIG I. Th« U i 5- NAUTiuWi, •wo»-itf* 4 i ,- » t », ^ c t e « r - po - e ' « d v«fc*«l
FiC Z io.9«. a- -^ntt •i^.^'C^' ''o^m.-ac v.ercna'.f Sn.p, %r.e N S &AVASNAH. ,vk,.cb, wa4 ^..-ir
bj the ^n.^ee Statti AtowMC E n e r^ ^ Co»»..yi.ii o»i a'.c t ne Mor.time Co»«r*i . »4 • ow
ei the Department Of Cotvtmer-cc
' •*«• N S SAVXSSkM, .*» V- t'i.*
CafperatieB ^ i^ Atomic E-.««9i C oum TCfct ^ * * * t.
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Fig- Heax roni^er Rea;-to,-Exp«i'i'wtn^ No 3 iHTRE-3}rtihichvvisaes;g.ied ^nd Dj.ltr
to obtain necessary da^ca
-fof d«Si^n arid d c v C top rrien t o-f advanced powe.ir plQ'^t^
C"IG 6 Ktwi - A rocKei -le^t device TuU- power opera +;or\ o« I Jwi^ i959.
COURTESY LOS ALAMOS SCIENTIFIC LABORATORY
vessel to make repairs with the reactor
shut down. I
Surrounding the containment vessel I
is a secondary shield consisting of lead,
polyethylene, and water, and is such
that the radiation level outside the con-
tainment vessel is within safe limits with
the reactor operating at full power. The
secondary shield has a constant thick-
ness of ten inches, and a total weight
of 2,000 tons. The gross weight of the
complete power plant is 3,165 tons.
The operating pressure of the reactor
primary coolant is 1,750 psi absolute,
with an inlet temperature of 494°F.
and an outlet temperature of 521 °F.
The primary coolant boils secondary
water in a heat exchanger, which in
turn drives a 22,000-hp. maximvim out-
put DeLava! steam turbine, which is
double-reduction geared to the single
shaft, driving a five-bladed, nickel-man-
ganese-bronze propeller. The turbine
also drives two 1,500-kilowatt turbo-
generators which supply the ship's pow-
er. Two 750-kw. diesel generators pro-
vide emergency power in case of re-
actor shutdov,-n.
The contract for the construction of
the Savannah was signed by the Atomic
Knergy Commission and Maritime Com-
mission with the New York Shipbuild-
ing Corporation December 10. 1957,
for twenty million dollars. The keel
was laid May 22. 1958 ( Martime Day)
and was launched July 21, 1959. The
reactor fuel was emplaced early in I960,
and the ship is now undergoing exten-
sive dock and sea trials.
The .ship will be brought into com-
mercial operation via three stages: (1)
Initial tests and trials, lasting si.x
months to one year, (2) Limited com--
mercial operation, carrying passengers,
(principally nuclear scientists and engi-
neers studying ship's reactor operation)
and cargo at prevailing rates but not on i
a regular schedule for approximately 18 •
months, and (3) At conclusion of sec-
cond stage, the Savannah will be char-
tered to a private operator to be used
in normal commercial service on a speci-
fied trade route on established sched-
ules.
The Sat'annah has an overall length
of 595.5 feet, and a displacement of
22,000 tons fully loaded. It has a cargo -
capacity of 9,400 deadweight tons, car-
ries 60 passengers and a crew of about
110, and has a sustained speed of 20.25
knits. It can travel an estimated 300,-
000 nautical miles without refueling,
during which time only 57.6 kilograms
of the initial uranium-235 loading is
consumed.
A new development which will be
soon applied to naval \essels using nu-
clear power is the gas-cooled reactor. A
luiclear reactor using helium coolant
j
can be made much lighter than the con-
ventional types, since helium is not made
10 THE TECHNOGRAPH
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Fig. 7. Nuclear aircraft propulsion engines
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Fig. 9. Thermodynamic relations for nuclear reaction engines
radioactixe in the reactor, and therefore
can be used directly to drive the tur-
bines. The efficiency is greatly increased,
and heat exchanging devices are elimi-
nated. Also, helium is non-corrosive, and
has very good heat transfer character-
istics, thereby greatly simplifying the
core design. A typical MGCR (mari-
time gas-cooled reactor) would ha\e a
coolant pressure of 1,150 psi. an inlet
temperature of 745°F and an outlet
maximum temperature of 1,500°F. Net
shaft efficiency (shaft power/reactor
thermal power times 100) is 31.7'(, as
compared to about 22.5',' for the Sa-
vannah power plant.
Nuclear Aircraft and Space
Vehicles
Since the fission of one pound of U-
235 releases as much energy as the com-
bustion of 1,700,000 pounds of gasoline,
when converted to thrust, this energy
woidd enable aircraft to fly for extreme-
ly long times, with fuel consumption
measured not in thousands of pounds
per hour—but in pounds per ivcek.
The unlimited flight potential of nu-
clear-powered aircraft makes inevitable
the eventual development of such air-
craft. Work has been underway for the
development of nuclear aircraft engines
by the L . S. Atomic Energ)^ Commis-
sion for some vears now.
The Commission's work on nuclear
powerplants for manned aircraft has
been carried out following two ap-
proaches—the direct cycle tuibojet, and
the indirect cycle turbojet.
The direct cycle approach has been
pursued by the General Electric Co.,
Evendale, Ohio, under Commission con-
tract since 1951. Testing of reactor
prototypes is carried out at the National
Reactor Testing Station in Idaho. Much
of the basic research and development
work has been in reactor materials de-
velopment and in the operation of re-
actor experiments.
The first aircraft reactors experiment.
Heat Transfer Reactor Experiment No.
1 (HTRE-1). consisted of an air-
cooled, metallic-fuel element and water-
moderated reactor operating a turbojet
engine. The turbojet engine and shield
were part of the Core Test Facility.
The facility included two engines for
test convenience, although only one was
needed for operation of the first HTRE
core.
In these tests, system components
were arranged to allow flexibility in
test, a maximum of test information,
and immediate access to the power
plant. For this reason, the reactor was
greatly over-shielded and considerable
extra equipment was movinted on the
test dolly along with the reactor, en-
gines, and power-plant components.
The shield consisted of water, lead,
and steel. It was designed to reduce
radiation to a safe level, for conveni-
ence in operation, and was not designed
for light weight as would be necessary
in a flyable reactor.
The HTRE reactor structure con-
sisted of a cylindrical water vessel pene-
trated by air ducts, and was designed
for quick insertion and remoxal from
the main shield. Abo\ e the reactor was
a shield plug, designed to shield the
area above the reactor from nuclear
radiation. The shield plug and heavy
gamma shielding were made of stainless
steel. Moderator water was used for
neutron shielding in the shield plug.
The HTRE operated as follows: air
entered the turbojet engine and was
compressed to approximateh^ five times
the intake pressure. The air was then
collected in a scroll and ducted f" a
njanifold on top of the shield tank. The
air passed through the shield in parallel
ducts and entered the air pleiumi cham-
ber above the reactor. It then was passed
through the reactor, where it was heat-
ed, and entered another plenum cham-
ber at the reactor exit. The air then
was ducted to the engine, where it
turned the turbine that dro\e the en-
(Continiicd an Page 22)
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OUT OF THE LABORATORY
Forthcoming space exploration
will require exotic fuels and new concepts in
energy conversion to keep nu-n alive and equip-
ment operating for long periods of time beyond
the earth's atmosphere. Advanced hydrogen sys-
tems recently developed by The Garrett Corpora-
tion have solved this problem of providing the
electrical, hydraulic and pneumatic power, plus
cooling and heating required aboard a satellite or
space capsule during launching, outer space flight
and re-entry.
Besides such spacecraft and missile systems,
other product areas in which Garrett engineers
work include small gas turbine engines. Might
data systems for air and underwater use. nuclear
and solar power systems, cryogenic systems and
THE
controls, and air conditioning and pressurization
systems for conventional aircraft and advanced
flight vehicles.
Such diversity of interest not only makes \vork
more interesting at Garrett, but gives the engineer
an opportunity to increase his knowledge and
chances for responsibility and advancement.
An orientation program lasting a period of
months is also available for the newly graduated
engineer, working on assignments with experi-
enced engineers in laboratory, preliminary design
and development projects. In this way his most
profitable area of interest can be found.
Should you be interested in a career with The
Garrett Corporation, write to Mr. G. D. Bradley
in Los Angeles.
/liResearch Manufacturing Divisions
Los Angeles 45, California • Phoenix, Arizona
OTHER DIVISIONS AND SUBSIDIARIES: A IRSUPPLY- A ERO ENGINEERING • AIRESEARCH AVIATION SERVICE • GARRETT SUPRUY • AIR CRUISERS
AIRESEARCH INDUSTRIAL . GARRETT MANUFACTURING LIMITED . MARWEDEL • GARRETT INTERNATIONAL S.A. . GARRETT (JAPAN) LIMITED
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S-S- STEAM HEAT
By Brad Palmer, Communications, '62
Allhrjui/h the folloii'my ivas not writ-
ten by an engineer, it does concern it-
self icith engineering principles. This
iirticlc proves that engineering reaches
beyond the engineer and. in this case,
to the men on hoard ship.—Editor
Steam is the lifeblood of a naval ship,
for without steam, a ship has no offen-
sive threat, and its defensive abihty is
dangerously weakened. It merely be-
comes a floating battery, completely vul-
nerable to attack. Of course there re-
mains the possibility of reverting to
sails which, afterall, were used verv ef-
fectively by John Paul Jones. But John
Paul Jones only participated in surface-
to-surface battles; he was never con-
fronted with the possibility of being be-
calmed at a moment when a torpedo
was opposite his amidships or a plane
was making a run across his bridge
—
:;ir and sub-surface attacks just didn't
exist. Today, however, the surface-to-
surface battles are history ; attack is cer-
tain to come from either below or above
the surface and without warning.
The central function of a ship's en-
gineering plant is to produce mechani-
cal work from thermal energy. In the
conventional shipboard installation, the
chemical energ\- of the fuel is converted
into thermal energy, while in the nu-
clear power plant, the nuclear energy of
the fuel is converted into thermal en-
erag}i'. Both power plants, however,
utilize steam to transfer this thermal
energy from the heat source (boiler or
reactor) to the turbines where it is con-
verted into mechanical energy which
propels the ship. This conversion of
thermal energy into mechanical energy
is also used to provide power for many
of the ship's vital services: steering,
lighting, ventilation, heating, refrigera-
tion and air conditioning, the operation
of electrical and electronic devices, and
the loading, aiming, and firing of the
ship's guns.
The steam-water cycle shown on the
opposite page indicates the essential
components of a modern shipboard
power plant. Notice that it is a closed
cycle, for the working fluid never le.aves
the cycle (except through accidental
leakage). Instead, the working fluid un-
dergoes a series of processes which are
of such a nature that the fluid is re-
turned periodicalh' to its initial state
and is then used again.
The boiler is the high-temperature re-
gion of the thermodynamic cycle. Since
it must produce a large amount of
steam, the steam generating surface con-
sists of hundreds of tubes, which pro-
vide a maximum amount of heat trans-
fer surface in a relatively small space.
Practically all naval boilers are de-
signed to produce both saturated and
superheated steam and for a very good
reason. Saturated steam (wet steam) is
used for operating most steam-driven
auxiliary machinery; reciprocating ma-
chinery, in particular, requires satur-
ated steam for the lubrication of the
moving parts of the steam end. Super-
heated steam (moisture free), on the
otherhand, is used almost exclusively
for the propulsion turbines since ( 1
)
there is more available energy in super-
heated steam than in saturated steam at
the same pressure, (2) the use of high
temperatures greatly increases the effici-
ency of the propulsion cycle, and ( 3
superheated steam causes relatively lit-
tle erosion or corrosion on the turbine
blades, since it is free of moisture.
Superheated steam, therefore, is the
medium which carries thermal energy
to the turbines where it is converted
into mechanical energ\' which turns the
propeller shaft and drives the ship.
However, the relationship between the
turbines and the shaft is not quite so
simple, for steam turbines must operate
at relatively high speeds for maximum
efl^iciency, while the propellers must op-
erate at relatively low speeds for peak
efficiency. The solution to the problem
is the insertion of a reduction gear imit
which transforms the high turbine
r.p.m. to a much lov.-er propeller shaft
r.p.m. thus allowing both components to
operate within their most efficient r.p.m.
ranges.
The steam now exhausts from the
low pressure turbine into the main con-
denser where it is cooled as it comes in
contact with tubes through which cool
seat water is flowing. The steam enters
the condenser at the top, and the water
(now called condensate) collects at the
bottom, below the tubes. The main con-
denser operates under a vacuum which
the air ejectors help maintain by remov-
ing air from it. In order to increase the
efficiency of the cycle, it is necessary to
increase the absolute temperature of the
heat source (the boiler) or decrease the
absolute temperature of the heat receiv-
er (the condenser)—in otherwords, to
increase the temperature difference be-
tween the tv.-o components. By main-
taining the condenser under a vacuum,
the condenser temperature is lowered
;
the temperature difference between the
heat source and heat receiver is in-
creased, and, therefore, the efficienc\
of the cycle is increased.
For the remainder of the cycle, en-
ergy is required to get the water (con-
densate and feed water) back to the
boiler where it will again be trans-
formed into steam. The energy used for
this purpose is the thermal energy of
the auxiliary steam. In the case of
steam-driven feed pumps, the con\er-
sion of thermal energy to mechanical
energ)' is accomplished in the same man-
ner as that in which the propulsion tur-
bine converts the thermal energy of the
main steam into mechanical energy.
Condensate pumps are either steam-
driven or motor-driven. When motor-
driven condensate pumps are used, the
energ>- conversion is from the thermal
energy of the auxiliary steam to electri-
cal energy (in a turbogenerator) and
then to mechanical energy in the pump.
After the condensate leaves the con-
denser, it is pumped through the air
ejector to the deaerating feed tank. This
tank removes air from the condensate,
heats it, and feeds it to the boiler as it
is needed. The feed booster pimip takes
suction from the bottom of the deaerat-
ing feed tank and discharges the water
(now called feed water) to the suction
side of the main feed pump, and from
there it goes to the economizer of the
boiler. In the economizer, the feed
water is further heated before it enters
the steam drum, at which time the
cycle is repeated.
This has been but a brief glimpse of
the engineering plant aboard a modern
naval ship, but it should give you a basic
understanding of what is responsible for
propelling thousands of tons of massive
metal through the water at speeds ex-
ceeding 30 knots. Without the lifeblood
of steam, a ship is a sitting duck on the
brink of annihilation. It is totally at
the mercy of the elements and the
enemv.
Reference: Principles of Naval Enc/i-
neering (XAVPERS 10788), Bureau
of Xaval Personnel, Washington, D.C,
1958.
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Brad Palmer demonstrates a model depicting the steam cycle. This elaborate
model lights various portions at a time to accompany his lecture. Models like
this one Brad built are tremendous teaching aids.
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A CAR IN EVERY
POCKETBOOK
By Charlton Jones, M.E., '62
^J car in every pocketbook may seem
like a ridiculous campaign slogan and
it iL-ould be. As a title for a short story
about economical driving I feel that is
quite fitting.—Editor
Want to learn how to save hundreds
of dollars? Sell your car and walk, or
follow these tips to economical driving.
Hambro Automotive engineers have
compiled facts to save brakes. batter>-.
tires. \our whole car and maybe your
life.
Give your brakes a bra^.k. When
using brakes, and especially when brak-
ing from high speeds, slow down gradu-
ally if possible. Don't hold your brakes
down for long periods of time—this
creates terrific heat which eventually
leads to "brake fade." It's far better to
brake with short bursts which also helps
to avoid skids. Switching into a lower
gear cuts down your speed, too. Of
course, this greatly increases engine
wear.
Don't brake while going around a
corner. Anticipate the speed in which
you can go through the comer and brake
prior to entering, ensuring that you're
in a gear which will enable you to ac-
celerate as you come out of the corner.
Jf'atch the five. Every driver has five
cars to worr}- about: his own. the one
ahead, the one behind, the ose approach-
ing, and the one pulling into the traf-
fic stream from the side. Watch them
and you won't add to the frightful toll
of killed and injured on our nation's
highways.
Let your foot save you money. Tests
show that a light and steady foot on
the accelerator can cut your car's an-
nual gas consumption by as much as one-
third. But don't trust to gadgets
—
they've generally proved worthless at
saving fuel. Vacuum gauges cost more
than they save. L se one if you wish but
don't rationalize your purchase on the
basis of economy. An automotive sur-
vey shows that you can soft-pedal the
annual gas and oil bill by about fifty
dollars if you go soft on the pedal.
Summerize by checking your battery,
engine oil and cooling system often,
since summer heat evaporates water
faster. When checking the battery of
BMC vehicles, see to it that the battery-
plates are just covered. Over filling
shortens the life of your battery. A spe-
cial bottle which ensures the correct
level is available at your local car agent.
Winterize early. In the fall, get either
a permanent or all-weather type anti-
freeze, plus a complete inspection over-
haul, which should include a change to
the right grade of oil.
Never race a cold engine. Idle a few
minutes after starting until the oil
warms up. In the snowy season, put on
chains by lining them up with the
wheels, and driving onto them. The
chains can then be pulled up over the
wheels.
When driving on snou- or ice. never
brake or accelerate violently. Use your
gears extensively for slowing down, and
do not brake on corners or when a
change of direction is anticipated.
Go easy on the tires. Too much speed
and incorrect pressure are t^vo ways not
to save rubber. Check your Driver's
Manual for the correct pressure.
If high-speed motoring is anticipated,
or you're carrying an extra heavy load,
it's permissable to raise that pressure
three to four pounds, not more. How-
ever, air should never be released from
the tires when pressure has risen due to
tire heat generated by high speed driv-
ing.
Sudden stops and starts, curb rub-
bing, neglected tread cuts.unbalanced
wheels, and bent or rusted rims are all
po t e n t i a 1 tire-killers. Common-sense
care, frequent front-end alignment,
and frequent rotation of all five tires
will add up to 60 per cent to the life
of your tires.
Wash 'uith care. Set the brakes when
washing your car, so that the shoes
pressing against the drums will prevent
water from wetting the brake linings.
Should water wet the linings while you
are fording deep water, drive your ve-
hicle with one foot on the accelerator
and the other on the brake. The friction
will heat up the lining and and evapo-
rate the water from the drum.
The best care that can be given to >
the finish of your car is frequent wash-
ing with plain warm water. A very
light v.-axing or polishing with a ma-
terial containing no abrasive gives 5"ou i
the added advantage of a slick surface •
\vhich is more resistant to scratching or
marring, but should not be overdone.
Remember that wax which is not
:
cleaned ofiF the paintwork is more harm--
ful than not waxing at all.
Lubrication. The lubrication of your-
vehicle is obviously of paramount im--
portance and should be carried out att
regular inter\-als. as specified in yourr
Handbook. Extra care in this direction
i
not only increases the life of your car,
.
but also makes it a far more pleasant
t
piece of machinery to drive. Many 6\'s
require much less frequent lubrications,
if any.
If you wish to carry out part of this
lubricating operation yourself, don't for-
get the lubrication of door handles, ven-
tilator and window hinges. When you
change motor oil, also be sure to change
your oil filter as often as prescribed in
your Handbook, using a factory-recom-
mended type.
// atch those spark plug danger sig-
nals. Always use the correct heat-range
spark plugs in your vehicle. Check the
color and condition of the plugs when
periodically cleaning them. This can
give you a good indication of the condi-
tion of the engine. Oily plugs, for in-
stance, may mean that the engine is
using oil. This may be happening past
the pistons or through the valves and
valve guides. A black plug indicates
that the mixture is too rich, while a
white one means that it's too weak.
One should aim for the happy medium
a light brown color.
Finally, no story on car maintenance
would be complete without a tip on
how to "maintain'' good relations with
that congenial man-in-blue, the traffic
cop. If you're flagged down on the high-
way, be courteous, apologize, and tell
your story honestly. Being rude will
only hurt your cause, and a soft an-
swer mav turn awav a traffic ticket
!
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IT'S HERE-IF YOU WANT TO WORK FOR IT"
Even before Ron Spetrino received his engi-
neering degree from Case he had good job offers
from six companies.
He joined The Ohio Bell Telephone Company
—his reason: "I was convinced an engineer could
go further here— if he was willing to work for it."
As soon as Ron got his feet on the ground
in telephone engineering, he was tapped for a
tough assignment. The job— to engineer switch-
ing equipment modifications needed to prepare
Cleveland for nationwide customer dialing of long
distance calls.
Ron WTapped it up in fiv^e months, and found
he had earned a shot at another tough assignment.
In this job Ron helped engineer a completely new
long distance switching center for Cleveland. This
switching center connected Cleveland with the
nationwide customer dialing network. It was
about a year later that Ron put the finishing
touches on the specs for this $1,600,000 project.
Today, as a Supervising Engineer, lion heads
a staff of five engineers and is responsible for
telephone switching in much of the greater
Cleveland area.
He supervises the design and purchase of $3
million worth of equipment a year. .And even
more important, he is charged with developing
the technical and managerial skills of his staff.
Ron knows what he's talking about when he
says, "In this business you have to do more than
a good job. We expect a man to be a self-developer.
We expect him to take responsibility from his
first day on the job and think for himself. You
don't get ahead around here by just doing time."
If you want a job in which you're given every
chance to prove yourself, and real responsibility
right from the start— you'll want to see your Place-
ment Office for further information.
"Our number one aim is to have in all
management jobs the most vital, intelli-
gent, positive and imaginative men we
can possibly find."
Frederick R. Kappel, President
American Telephone & Telegraph Co. BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
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. . . at SIKORSKY AIRCRAFT
A "stream-of-action" environment with unusual growth
possibilities should be a major factor in a choice of
career. And that's an excellent reason for considering
carefully the opportunities existing in Sikorsky Aircraft.
We believe that our company is just the "right-sized
stream". Young engineers can enjoy diversified, small-
group activities, as well as stature opportunities in a
field that is wide open to the expression of imagination
and professional competence.
Sikorsky Aircraft is the company which pioneered the
modern helicopter. Our current program is far-ranging
and is recognized as one of the broadest and most
challenging in the entire aircraft industry.
Work associations are stimulating and in an atmosphere
of progress. Assignments could include joining an elec-
tronic team of twenty to thirty associates—or—working
with a highly selective group of four or five on interest-
ing problems of radiation, instrumentation, auto pilot-
age, automatic stabilization , etc.
If you want to enter this "stream-oj-action" , the time is
now. Opportunities for personal progress have never
been greater.
For detailed information about careers with us. please
write to Mr. James L. Purtield, Employment Supervisor.
SlKORSKy AIRCRAFT
DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
STRATFORD
CONNECTICUT
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The Dean's Page . . .
GRAD SCHOOL -FOR YOU?
By Dean H. L. Wakeland
In ii'cejit \e;irs, an c\er increasing
iiimiber of cngineerin!; graduates from
tin- L'niversity of Illinois lia\e continued
their education through graduate study.
Though the percent of engineers con-
tinuing formal education has increased
in the last few \'ears, there is still a
great need and an opportunity for nian\
more. The emphasis in engineering eilu-
cation has changed radically since its
beginning in the United States. At the
turn of the century, formal graduate
study in engineering was extremely
minute ami even frowned upon by a
large portion of members in the engi-
neering profession. When engineering
education was started in the United
States, it was designed to meet the im-
mediate needs of a growing nation. The
ideal engineering education program
was one which produced a graduate
proficient in engineering techniques and
methods, and educated in the basic
physical sciences. Today we attempt to
provide a sound background in physical
science and emphasize the more theoreti-
cal aspects of engineering studies in
hopes that industry will provide train-
ing in techniques and methods through
work experience. Since techniques and
methods were emphasized, it was nor-
mal to believe the best type of advanced
education was experience on the job. By
and large, the engineer was not consid-
ered to be an intellectual person and in
fact was not accepted as a part of the
intellectual circle in many universities.
These early engineers were probably
lacking in their knowledge of social
science and humanities, and perhaps
were not always the most diplomatic
nor ideal citizens. They gained wide ac-
ceptance though because of their pro-
ductive and creative abilit\ and their
willingness to tackle what appeared to
be impossible projects.
America's tremendous productive ca-
pacity and technical ability was demon-
strated to the world in World War II.
Since that time many other countries
ha\e looked to the United States for
engineering leadership and in man\
cases have attempted tr) pattern their
educational programs after those in the
United States. Prior to World War II
there had been a reasonable amoiuit of
cooperation between industry and engi-
neering education but the World War
II experience found the two much
closer. In the post-war \eais, industry
began to scout the campuses for engi-
neering graduates and to establish co-
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operative research ,ind developmental
programs with engineering colleges.
This bonil has continued to beconu'
stronger and stronger because industry
realizes the need for more advanced
theoretical approaches to their engineer-
ing problems. The colleges also realize
the \alue of the practical or realistic
approach used by industry. In addition,
the cooperative attitude between the
two helps us to define the future needs
of both industry and education. The
"space age" has re-emphasized the need
for advance theoretical eilucation, much
of which can be obtained onl\ through
graduate study.
At present, approximately 701) lioc-
torates are awardeil in the United
States each year in engineering and
tho\igh this is not a large luimber for
a nation such as United States, it is
roughly seven times greater than the
number of doctorates awardeil in 1940.
The number of students pursuing both
master's degrees and doctor's degrees in
engineering have nearly doubled in the
last ten years and is expected to double
again within the next ten years. In the
past, the master's and doctor's degrees
were considered as objectives for only
those persons interesteil in teaching.
Now, industry and governmental serv-
ices as well as educational institutions
eagerly seek persons with advanced de-
grees. The need and opportunity for
engineers with advanced education is
great.
/?
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THE ENGINEER ABROAD-
An Ambassador at Large?
By W. David Penniman, B.S.M.E.
(Past Editor of The Tech)
Woric abroad and find ad\eiiture,
romance, and high pay. At least these
are the benefits that the advertisements
use. There is another ingredient to be
found in an overseas job, which is often
overlooiced. That ingredient is the
chance to aid tlie L^nted States in im-
proving its foreign relations. Surveys
reported recently have shown that Uni-
ted States prestige in foreign countries
is not at its best. The engineer con-
templating an overseas job can help to
improve this prestige.
Our nation supposedh' wants to gi\e
a good standard of living and an in-
crease in personal freedom to inhabi-
tants of underprivileged countries. The
success of this helping hand, however,
depends largely upon the people we
send to institute our programs. These
Americans, carrying the mental and
physical resources of the United States
into action arovmd the world, are our
ambassadors at large. The engineer
abroad belongs in this category whether
lie wishes it or not.
Foreign countries utilize the engineer
in a number of ways. His technical ad-
\ ice may be sought for material im-
provements such as roads and dams. He
may be used by private industries to
further their profits. Finally, engineer-
ing educators are used to set up teach-
ing programs in the foreign countries.
With engineering colleges of their own,
these countries can supply technological
needs to be self-sufficient.
Even with the many jobs available
the type of person volunteering for serv-
20
ice abroad is often called a mercenary,
a missionary, or a misfit. This just can't
be so. But if it is, we are placing our-
selves in a dangerous position. While
the missionaries are helpful in many
opinions, the other two types do little
to aid the foreign relations of the Uni-
ted States. Our country needs people
who are willing to go abroad to do a
job and do it well. The pay will be
above average, but there will be hard-
ships also.
The person working abroad will sa\ e
money due to fringe benefits such as tax
free housing, post exchange privileges,
and excise-free luxuries. On the other
hand he will have to boil his drinking
water and soak his vegetables in iodine
or suffer the effects of dysentery. He
will be confronted with poverty such
as seldom seen in America, and lie must
get accustomed to the idea that labor is
cheaper than machinery. The job which
an engineer does can help all of these
situations, however.
The changes a person from the Uni-
ted States must go through when living
abroad create what is known as a "cul-
tinal shock." The newcomer can react
in two extremes. He can act as though
he never left the United States, and try
to convert everyone to his ways. This
approach amounts to talking down the
foreign country in the eyes of the na-
tives. They become resentful and what
little good the visitor might do is soon
hopelessly blocked. The American will
meet only a blank wall when his atti-
tude becomes known. A second approach
common to the newcomer is referred to
as "smuggling." The smuggler adopts
all the native customs. He dresses and
eats like the native. He tries to ap-
proach the people as a brother of the
same habits and background. He soon
finds that this approach doesn't result
in the desired eiiect, for he can never
completely naturalize himself. He finds
barriers still confronting him. The re-
action on the part of the newcomer is
usually one of bitterness. If he can't be
complete!) accepted at once, he loses all
interest in being accepted at all—even
as an American.
A happy medium seems the best solu-
tion. Above all, the American must
realize that the customs he sees haAC
been in effect for many years, and he
should not try to change them. After
all—he is the foreigner. Before making
any suggestions or giving advice the en-
gineer usually studies the situation i
thoroughly. This holds true as far as 8
customs go, also. The foreigner needs
to convince the native that he isn't try-
ing to create a Little America, but only
trying to improve the present country.
The person who comes home disil-
lusioned and bitter is usually the one
who tried to make all the changes. One
engineer who has served in foreign
countries extensively says, "Things will
be different—accept them. Tliev are
common to the people and ha\e been
for years. Why should our ways be
right for them?"
One of the first barriers that must
be broken is that of language. It is now
known that the Russians have had an
extensive language program covering
more languages and beginning earlier
than ours. New techniques have been
developed in the United States in an at-
tempt to instigate a crash program.
It is false that everyone who deals
with Americans abroad knows English.
Only those in a profession or high le\cl
business can be counted upon to know
English. This does not include police,
workers, and small merchants.
One Illinois professor who has
worked extensively in South America
believes strongly in knowing the lan-
guage of the people. "I remember once
where it made a great difference," lie
recalls. "My daughter was studying
Spanish culture in college and wanted
to take some pictures of a group of
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\()unu; woiiK-n. The\ were dressed in
celebration costumes with bright sashes
and colorfull) printed dresses. In all,
they presented a very pretty picture.
"When I asked them tor permission
to take their picture they were quite
hesitant. I believe they felt we were
laughing at them. \Vhen I explained
my daughter's interest, however. the\-
were quite happy to cooperate.
"This is just one example where a
person not knowing the language would
have taken the picture and let the girls
'jabber' in their native tangue. It is
this type of insult that can be avoided."
The same professor, because of his
knowledge of the Spanish language, was
able to make friends with a cab driver
who kept him up to date on the latest
developments in politics as well as build-
ings and other construction projects in
the area.
He heard the feeling of the Pana-
manians when the United States "al-
lowed" them to raise their flag at one
end of the canal. They felt it was a
rather small concession. The\ also felt
that most Americans in Panama had it
pretty "soft." While this kind of
knowledge may have no direct effect on
the work of the engineer, it will help
him to better imderstand the people
with whom he works.
With programs now in effect, it isn't
necessary to know the language previ-
ously. The person going abroad can
learn "on the job " if he wants to.
Another problem is that the Ameri-
can must face is that of change in time.
In America, 9:00 AM is an exact fig-
ure and an appointment at that time
means 9:00 A.M. In many other coun-
tries an appointment for 9:00 AM. may
not start until 9:45 or 10:00 AM. It is
usually clear when arranging an en-
gagement whether 9:00 AM. is our time
time or theirs. L nlike America, life is
not a race against the clock in nian\'
countries.
The way in which business is con-
ducted by the Asian, also, is more slow
and deliberate than in America. The
Asian won't attempt several things at
once, nor will he do business during
meal time. The educated Asian is usual-
ly a better exploratory thinker while
the American has more organizational
knowledge.
The engineer working abroad will
find many things in his favor. He will
be left alone to do his work with com-
plete freedom. Those for whom he
v.orks want to discuss his plans, but
only after the plans are completed.
On the other hand, the residts of
his plans may not be accepted prompt-
ly. But if he is to be succe.ssful, he must
do his work diligently and as perfectly
as possible.
The question still remains: "How-
does the work that an engineer does ap-
proach that of an ambassador?" The
engineer usually deals in tangible re-
sults. He is asked to serve as a consult-
ant on a road or dam that is being con-
structed, for example. The road or dam
will (or should) serve the people di-
rectly. Therefore, the way in which the
engineer does his job has a direct ef-
fect upon the people and a direct re-
flection upon .America. .\o ambassador
could ask for a better chance to increase
good will. Nor should the engineer ig-
nore the effect if his project fails. There
are other engineers (from other coun-
tries) who want the chance to show
how much more friendly their country
is.
A recent novel, I'/u- I'yly Aimrutui
.
by W. J. Lederer and Y.. Hurdick, men-
tioned a super highway constructed by
the Lnited States in a foreign country.
The chief means of transportation in the
country, however, was the bicycle. .A
well paved path would have been as
helpful. These authors contend that the
L nited States is giving the wrong kind
of help when help is given. The coun-
try must be prepared gradually for the
changes of technology. They must be
made self-sustaining or all the help we
give is useless. That was why the Ugly
American, an engineer for whom the
novel was named, made suggestions for
improvements the people could do them-
selves. When the people need highwaxs
—build them, he said, but not before.
R\' the time highways are needed in
the country, the people would have the
skill to help in the construction. This
would make them feel a part of the
work, and perhaps the greatest part. In
the words of the lyly American.
"Whenever you give a man something
for nothing, the first person he comes
to dislike is you.
"
The Vffly American was fiction, but
he was based upon dozens of real char-
acters. The blunders he observed were
based upon real blunders.
Thus, a new mode of thinking
e\olves. The engineer must relate his
work to the people and their culture,
as a good architect designs a house with
consideration for the owner.
In many cases it is not so much the
result that a man produces, but the per-
sonality which he possesses. In Asia
this emphasis seems to holil true in al-
most all cases. It is part of their culture
to consider human feelings before tan-
gible gains. For this reason the Ameri-
can is at a disadvantage. He is u.sed to
being judged by his results, not by the
toes he steps on to get the project com-
pleted. The Asian prefers an acceptable
personality and perhaps fewer highways
and dams.
As a prospective engineer you can see
that the overseas assignment is no simple
task. There are many facets to the job.
\'our work will be weighed, but so will
your actions. The effects of your work
may be more far reaching than you e.v-
pect. For this reason you must consider
more than the tangible product of your
work. The attitude which you take if
you have a chance to work overseas is
cxtremch important. .Xmericans who
have gone abroad to solely builil "dams
and bridges" have returned as failures.
Just as important, niany sincere and
sympathetic Americans who have gone
abroad to help "the underprivileged"
have returned wondering where they
failed.
.Man\ men who have g(»ne to work
on foreign soil with certain prejudices
buried in their minds say that the na-
tive was able to perceive these preju-
dices. Although a man is bare footed
and wears a beard doesn't mean that he
is any dumber than you are. In fact,
he ma> well be surprised at your slow-
ne.ss in discussing politics.
This suggests another point that is
good to keep in mind in preparing to go
abroad. Before studying the foreign
country extensively, make sure you
know about your own country. You arc
the typical American as far as the na-
tive of another country is concerned,
and what you know or don't know re-
flects directly upon your country.
The people of the Kastern world feel
that the WVst has dominated them—by
\iolence, not intelligence. The East docs
not rebel against exploitation as much
as "uppishness." That is why they are
now throwing out Western rulers. The
Easterner would like to have automo-
biles, telexision sets and telephones, but
he doesn't feel the.se objects are a sign
of superior culture.
If you do decide to work overseas,
you will have to make .some mental and
physical adjustments. The pay will be
good. The opportunity to exploit your
position will be good. But, so will the
opportunity to do something very help-
ful to the relationship between the Uni-
ted States and tho.se countries which
we are trying to befriend. As the Asian
belie\es, big changes and actions are
not required; but the ability to work
with people and yet leave them with
.self respect is important.
For more information on this topic
consult:
Cleveland, H., .Mangro\e, tierald J.,
and Adams, John C The Overseas
A merieans. New York : Fau'cett World
Library, 1960.
Lederer, William J., and Burdick,
Eugene. The I't/ly American. New
York: Fawcett \Vorld Library, 1960.
Freund, C. H. "If You Are (loiiig
Out to Asia," J'he Journal of Enyineer-
intj F.ilncation. Wq\. 50, .No. 9 (May,
I9WI), pp. 71.M,S.
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NUCLEAR PROPULSION
(Continued from Page 12)
gine compressor, and «"as exhausted
through the jet nozzle to the Initial
Engine Test Facility's exhaust - gas
system and up through a 150-foot-high
stack.
In one type of operation, the engine
was started on chemical fuel. As air
from the compressor flowed through the
reactor, the reactor was slowly brought
up to power, adding heat to the air-
stream in gradually increasing quanti-
ties. In order to maintain a constant air
temperature at the turbine inlet, the
heat added to the aid by the combustion
system was gradually diminished until
the engine was operating entirely on nu-
clear power.
In January, 1956, the engines were
mated to the reactor, and the experiment
was perfonned successfully on nuclear
power—as far as is known, this was the
first time an aircraft engine had ever
been operated by nuclear power. Later
in 1956, a second assembly was placed
in the test facility for exploratory shield
tests. Reactivity experiments were con-
ducted and measurements made to se-
cure shielding information on the at-
tenuation and spectrum of the radiation
from cores of the type designed for air-
craft propulsion.
In the third series of HTRE-1 tests
from September, 1956, through Janu-
ary, 1957, the turbojet engine was oper-
ated completely on nuclear power for
100 hours without failures of any type.
HTRE-1 was later modified to
HTRE-2 for use as a test reactor for
investigations of high-temperature fuel
elements and moderators. The HTRE-
3, the first aircraft-type reactor of hori-
zontal configuration, entered a series of
power tests in late 1959.
Development of the indirect-eyele ap-
proach is being carried out under com-
mission contract by the Pratt and Whit-
ney Aircraft Division of United Air-
craft Corp.
The indirect cycle, unlike the direct
cycle, uses a primary coolant, such as
liquid sodium, to transfer the heat from
the reactor to the air inside the engine.
The indirect cycle has an advantage in
that sodium has much better heat-trans-
fer properties than air, and is much less
corrosive at high temperatures ; the re-
actor can be made much smaller, and
therefore with lighter shielding than a
reactor of the same power level heating
the air directly. Also, there is no in-
duced radioactivity in the air (Argon-
40) and le,ss chance of radioactive fis-
sion products leaking into the airstream.
On the other hand, the sodium cycle is
much more complex than the direct air
cycle, and is less efficient. The air cannot
be heated to as high a temperature in
the indirect cycle as in the direct cycle.
The indirect cycle will probabh' find
most use in multi-engine aircraft, where
several turbojet or turboprop engines
are to be operated from one reactor.
The direct cycle will probably be used
for aircraft using one or two engines,
and for those designed for very high
speeds.
The major problem in nuclear air-
craft design is to decrease the weight of
shielding to as low a value as possible.
Methods for attacking this problem in-
clude the ''shadow shield" and "divided
shield " concepts.
In the concept of shadow shielding,
advantage is taken of the fact that most
of the radiation emitted by the power
plant travels in straight lines, and there-
fore the shielding weight can be great-
ly reduced by shielding only that part
of the reactor directly in line with the
crew cabin. This can be used only for
shields designed to stop gamma rays,
since neutrons, if allowed to escape from
the reactor, will induce radioactivity in
the structure of the aircraft. Fortunate-
ly, neutron shields can be made of light
materials such as lithium-6 and boron-
10, which have high neutron absorption
cross sections and which do not become
highly radioactive. On the other hand,
gamma ray shield effectiveness is direct-
ly proportional to the density, so that
there is no direct way of getting around
the weight problem in this case. Some
additional gamma shielding in addition
to line-of-sight shielding is required, be-
cause of radiation scattering by the air-
craft structure, the air, and the ground.
In the divided-shield concept, use is
made of the fact that the shield is not
lightest when all of it is at the reactor,
or when all of it is at the crew cabin,
but when about 10',' is at the cabin and
90' ; at the reactor.
A second major problem in the de-
velopment of nuclear aircraft reactors
is that of high temperatme resistance.
The air which is supplied to the turbine
of a turbojet engine is at a tempera-
ture of 1000-1200-F. In order to heat
the air to these temperatures, a reactor
temperature of about 1500"F is re-
quired. There exist many materials
which cannot withstand such tempera-
tures, or else possess high neutron ab-
sorption cross sections, making them un-
suitable for use in reactors. This is par-
ticularly critical in the nuclear-powered
ramjet, which must operate at much
higher temperatures (2000 - 3000° F.)
since they must fly at higher speeds than
do turbojets. At the present time, there
are several new materials which look
promising, such as ceramics, ceramic-
metal combinations (cermets), and new
high-temperature alloys.
Project Pluto is pointed toward dem-
onstration of the feasibility of using a
nuclear reactor as the heat source in a
ramjet engine. Reactor work is under
the direction of the Commission's Law-
rence Radiation Laboratory at Liver-
more, Calif., with support on materials
research supplied by the Atomics Inter-
national Division of North American
Aviation, Inc. The Marquardt Co. is
under Air Force contract to provide en-
gineering assistance to the laboraton^
and to develop certain non-nuclear com-
ponents associated with the tests of the
Livermore reactors.
The first test reactor, Tory II, was
successfully tested in 1960. It is to be
the forerunner of an unmanned nuclear-
ramjet missile which will be able to
fly at four times the speed of sound at
treetop level, out of reach of radar, for
days at a time.
The development of the nuclear rock-
et principle of propulsion will provide
the excitement and challenge of apply-
ing the enormous power of nuclear en-
ergy to the new field of space explora-
tion. Recognizing the possible potential
of nuclear rockets, the Air Force ex-
pressed to the AEC an interest in the
development of such a rocket more than
three years before the first "sputnik."
From this requirement. Project Roi'er
was initiated to demonstrate the feasi-
bility of applying nuclear energ>" to
rocket propulsion. The first experimen-
tal reactor, designed and constructed by
the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory,
and named ''Kiwi-A" after the New
Zealand bird that couldn't fly, was suc-
cessfully tested at Jackass Flats, Ne-
vada, in the summer of 1959.
Kiwi-A was followed by Kiwi-A
Prime, designed for high-temperature
testing. This, in turn, was followed by
Kiwi-A3. The purpose of this series of
test reactors is to explore problems in-
volved in achieving high power density,
to develop materials capable of with-
standing high temperatures, and to in-
vestigate new concepts for conversion
of nuclear energy into useful propidsion
forms. In 1958, the work was trans-
ferred from Air Force sponsorship to
the National Aeronautics and Space Ad-
ministration, with AEC being respon-
sible for all nuclear components.
In the nuclear air-breathing engines,
air is taken into the reactor, heated to
a high temperature, and ejected from
the rear of the engine to produce for-
ward thrust. The nuclear rocket oper-
ates on the same principle, except that
the working fluid is carried in liquid
form in tanks aboard the rocket. Since
this is the case, one might ask what the
advantage of a nuclear rocket woidd be,
since one would have to carry liquid
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piopellant aloiij;. just as in tht- clu-mical
rocket.
In a chemical rocket, fuel is burned
with an oxidizer to produce high tem-
perature gases, which, when expanded
through a nozzle, produce forward
thrust. The thrust produced is given by
Newton's Second Law as F = ni v,.,
where m is the mass rate of fuel con-
sumption, in pounds per second, and v,.
is the jet velocity. Obviously, the fu?l
consumption for a given thrust will be
reduced if we can increase the jet ve-
locity. It can be shown by the First
Law of Thermodynamics ( See Fig. 9
)
that the jet velocit\' is proportional to
the square root of the chamber temper-
ature, and inversely proportional to the
molecular weight of the exhaust gases.
Therefore, an increase in the chamber
temperature and or a decrease in the
molecular weight of the exhaust gas
will lower the fuel consumption, or in-
crease the sfxiific iiii pulse (pounds of
thrust per pound of fuel consumed, per
second )
.
The maximum temperature attainable
from chemical combustion is roughly
10,000- F. The melting points of all
common materials, howe\er. are below
7,000^. Therefore, we cannot hope to
operate a nuclear reactor powerplant at
anything like the maximum temperature
attainable from chemical combustion
using present techniques. The leason
for this is as follows: when chemical
propellants are used, the chamber and
nozzle walls can be cooled to tempera-
tures far below the flame temperature
of the propellants. Even with the hot-
test-burning fuels, wall temperatures do
not exceed 1000°, because the fuel is
used to cool the walls before being in-
jected into the chamber. In a nuclear
rocket, however, the reactor structure
must be hotter than the gases in the
chamber, since the heat transfer is from
the reactor to the propel 1 ant, not vice-
versa. Therefore, the maximum operat-
ing temperature attainable in a solid-
core rocket reactor is in the neighbor-
hood of 5000°F.
However, when we investigate the
molecular weights of the propellants
used, the story changes completely.
There is a lower limit to the molecular
weights of the exhaust gases in a chemi-
cal rocket, due to the fact that the ex-
haust must contain atoms of the oxi-
dizer, the lightest of which is oxygen,
with an atomic weight of 16. In the
nuclear rocket, however, very light
gases such as hydrogen ( molecular
weight = 2) can be used, since no oxi-
dizer is required. For example, a rocket
burning oxygen and hydrogen to water
vapor (molecular weight 18) at a cham-
ber temperatui'e of 3000° F. would have
a specific impulse of about 32(1 lb-sec
lb. A nuclear rocket heating hydrogen
(Continued on Page 40)
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EQUIPMENT ARRANGEMENT WITHIN CONTAINMENT
® HEAT EXCHANGER 2 LET DOWN CCXH-ERS
(3i STEAM DRUM 4 CONDENSING TANK
« CONT DRAIN TANK 6 PRESSURIZER
Qj CHECK VALVE 8 PUMP 9 GATE VALVE
Plan view of ihe N.S. SAVANNAH's reoclor system arrangement within the containment vessel. All primary
equipment, except the reoctof vessel and pressurizer, is instolled in duplicote. This design represents one
of the most odvonced, yet conservotive pressurized woter reoctors in existence. The SAVANNAH wos butit
by the New York Shipbuilding Corporotion as a joint project of the Atomic Energy Commission ond the Mar.
itime Administrotion.
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Wliat Tvould YOU do
as an engineer
Development testing of liquid hydrogen-fueled rockets is cor
ried out in specially built test stands like this at Pratt i
Whitney Aircraft's Florida Research and Development Center
Every phase of an experimental engine test may be controllec
by engineers from a remote blockhouse (inset), with closed
circuit television providing a means for visual observation
'patt & Wlaitney Aircraft?
Regardless of your specialty, you would work in a
fa\orable engineering atmosphere.
Back in 1925, when Pratt & Whitney Aircraft was
designing and developing the first of its family of
history-making powerplants, an attitude was bom—
a
recognition that engineering excellence was the key
to success.
That attitude, that recognition of the prime impor-
tance of technical superiority is still predominant at
P&WA today.
The field, of course, is broader now, the challenge
greater. No longer are the company's requirements
confined to graduates with degrees in mechanical
and aeronautical engineering. Pratt & Whitney Air-
craft today is concerned with the development of
all forms of flight propulsion systems for the aero-
space medium—air breathing, rocket, nuclear and
other advanced types. Some are entirely new in
concept. To carry out analytical, design, experimental
or materials engineering assignments, men with
degrees in mechanical, aeronautical, electrical, chem-
ical and nuclear engineering are needed, along
with those holding degrees in physics, chemistry
and metallurgy.
Specifically, what would you do?—yowr own engi-
neering talent provides the best answer. And Pratt
& Whitney Aircraft provides the atmosphere in which
that talent can flourish.
For further information regarding an engineering
career at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, consult your col-
lege placement officer or write to Mr. R. P. Azinger,
jEngineering Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft,
iEast Hartford 8, Connecticut.
At P&WA's Connecticut Aircraft Nucleor En . >. , j-
oratory (CANEL) many technical talents ore focused
on the development of nuclear propulsion systems for
future air and space vehicles. With this live mock-up
of o reactor, nuclear scientists and engineers can
determine critical mass, material reactivity coefficients,
control effectiveness and other reactor parameters.
Representative of electronic aids functioning for P&WA
engineers is this on-site dota recording center v*hich
can provide automatically recorded and computed
data simultaneously with the testing of an engine. This
equipment is capable of recording 1,200 different
values per second.
Studies of solar energy collection and liquid and vapor
power cycles typify P&WAs research in advanced
space auxiliary power systems. Analytical and Expen-
mentol Engineers work together in such programs lo
establish end tesf bosic concepts.
PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
Division of United AircrofI Corporolion
CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS - East Hortford
FLORIDA RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER - Polm Beach County, Florldo
ALLEN F. DONOVAN
EDWARD J. BARLOW
lEMOSPACE
COBFORATION
present genuine challenge to scientists
and engineers of demonstrated competence
"To preserve our free instiliilions, it is
absolutely essential that the United
States find the nu^st effective means of
advcmcini; the science and technology
of space and also of applying them to
military space systems. This is the mis-
sion of Aerospace Corporation'.'
Ivan A. Getting
President
Aerospace Corporation
In accomplishing its mission, this non-
profit public service organization per-
forms the unique role of space systems
architect. Aerospace Corporation pro-
vides scientific and technical leadership
to the science/ industry team responsi-
ble for developing complete space and
ballistic missile systems on behalf of
the United States Air Force.
Specific responsibilities of the new
corporation include advanced systems
analysis, research and experimentation,
initial systems engineering, and gen-
eral technical supervision of new
systems through their critical phases.
The broad charter of Aerospace
Corporation offers its scientists and
engineers more than the usual scope
for creative expression and significant
achievement, within a stimulating
atmosphere of dedication to the public
interest.
Aerospace Corporation scientists
and engineers are already engaged in a
wide variety of specific systems proj-
ects and forward research programs,
under the leadership of scientist/
administrators including corporation
president Dr. Ivan A. Getting, senior
vice president Allen F. Donovan, and
vice presidents Edward J. Barlow,
William W. Drake. Jr., Jack H. Irving,
and Chalmers W. Sherwin.
Immediate opportunities exist for MS
and PhD candidates completing require-
ments in engineering, physics, chemistry
and mathematics, and interested in:
• Theoretical physics
• Experimental physics
• Inertial guidance
• Propulsion systems
• Computer analysis
• Applied aerodynamics
• Space communications
• Infrared engineering
• Applied mathematics
• High temperature chemistry
• Microwaves
Those qualified and experienced in
these and related fields arc urged to
direct their resumes to:
Mr. James M. Benning, Room 132
RO. Box 95081, Los Angeles 45, Calif.
A new and vital force
AEROSPACE CORPORATION
engaged in accelerating the advancement of space science and teclmology
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Is Technical Writing
the Career for Yon ?
By John Tascher
Dick is a typical technical writer. He
works for an electronics manufacturing
company. His job consists of writing in-
structional material for the technicians
who operate and maintain complex elec-
tronic equipment. Dick is an engineering
graduate who likes to write. He has the
ability to explain the involved tech-
nolog\- in terms which can be under-
stood by the less highly trained person.
Specifically, he studies the equipment
and di.scusses its functions with the de-
velopment engineers before proceeding
to write his text. Since Dick works on
a large stafiE. he does not take time to
refine the text and illustrations. These
tasks fall to the technical editor. The
editor edits the text and illustrations and
has the material typed, proofread, print-
ed, and bound in suitable form. Dick
hopes to become an editor in a few
years.
There are some of you who have the
interest and the aptitude to develop pro-
ductive and rewarding careers as techni-
cal writers. Do you enjoy electronics,
mechanics, and other technical subjects?
Do you like to read, talk, and write?
Do you like to get around and meet
people? If you do, maybe you should
consider going into technical writing.
The technical writer, in general, is a
writer who creates instructive or des-
criptive material on technical or scien-
tific subjects for a given audience. His
duties usually include the research and
organization of material, preparation of
the manuscript, editing, and proofread-
ing.
Technical writing is a good field to
get into becau.se: (1) good technical
writers are very much in demand; (2)
salaries are good, advancement rapid ;
(3) the work is interesting.
Demand. Because of the tremendous
expansion of science since World War
n, there has been a great demand for
technical literature. There arc nearly
2000 trade and scientific magazines de-
signed to meet the needs of 150 differ-
ent fields in business and industry. This
demand for technical literature has led
to the need of specialists in technical
writing. The increasing complexity of
engineering points to an even greater
need in the future.
Obtaining qualified technical writers
has long been a major difficulty for
employers in industry and government.
It is not e.'isy to find people with a com-
bination of technical and literary inter-
ests. Lack of knowledge of the profes-
sion, inadequacy of college and uiu'vcr-
sity curricula pertaining to technical
writing, and the rather haphazard meth-
od of obtaiiu'ng experience have been re-
sponsible for the scarcity of trained and
interested personnel.
The Aeronautical Publication De-
partment of the Sperry Gyroscope Com-
pany says that there has been a heavy
demand for technical writers, that they
continue to be in short supply, and that
the chances of hiring enough personnel
will be quite small for some time to
come. The situation is well illustrated
by the many ads in major U. S. news-
papers in recent years. Read the Sun-
day want-ad page of any large metro-
politan paper—the Neiv York Times.
for example, or the Chicago Tribune—
and note how many ads there are for
technical writers, publication specialists,
and technical editors.
Salaries. Because of this great de-
mand for the technical writer, he can
expect a far from meager financial re-
turn. The starting salaries are good
e\-en for trainees without writing ex-
perience. According to an extensive sur-
vey conducted in 1959 by Keith Lent-
ner, a L niversity of Illinois student in
Electrical Engineering at the time,
about 65 ^f of the companies he queried
indicated that technical writers are paid
as well as engineers and scientists with
equivalent degrees. This condition is
especially true if the writer has an en-
gineering degree. A college graduate can
start at $6500 a year. An experienced
writer can get S8000 a year and up, ac-
cording to want ads. .A.11 editor or pub-
lication director can easily make a sal-
ary of SI 0,000 or more. According to
a reply from the National Aeronautical
and Space Administration dated Octo-
ber 24, 1960, the present salary range
for Civil Service writers is from $4345
per \ear tor trainees to >in,oJ'' per
year for supervisors.
Advancement. .Advancement oppor-
tunities are good because the field is
relatively new and expanding. Writers
may advance into managerial positions
or may take on more choice writing
assignments. Advancement possibilities
are promising for those who wish to
transfer into such areas as sales, techni-
cal advertising, publicity, information
service, and publishing.
Intercslint/ Work. Possibly the best
thing about technical writing is that it
is very stinuilating. The writer has a
variety of interesting and challenging
assignments. In most cases, he does not
spend long periods of time working on
a single item as many engineers do. The
writer meets and works with all types
of people. He may work with anyone
in the company from executives down
to shop men, or with some of the world's
great scientists. Many get to travel to
restricted re.search and development
centers around the world. The writer is
on the ground Hoor with respect to new
developments. Seeing work in print and
travel are often mentioned as pleasant
aspects of technical writing.
Of course, all jobs have their un-
pleasant moments, and technical writ-
ing is no exception. The two most un-
pleasant aspects are, perhaps, the meet-
ing of deadlines and the difficulty of
getting information from unco-opera-
tive people. Proofreading, program can-
cellation, delays and frustrations, and
in some cases, routine report writing are
often cited as unpleasant.
What The Technical Writer Does
To help you decide whether you
might be interested in the field, let us
consider what the technical writer does
and how you could prepare to become
a technical writer.
The technical writer compiles tech-
m'cal papers and reports, detailed speci-
fications in contracts, instructional man-
uals, and advertising material. He
translates and explains scientific mat-
ters to the industrialist, technician, and
other laymen who put science to practi-
cal use.
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Walter James Miller, the coordina-
tor of the basic program in English and
writing at the New York University,
says that a technical writer may write
tnr five different types of organizations.
(1) He may be in a publication de-
[lartment of an engineering firm like
IBM or Douglas Aircraft. (2) He may
write for an agency which takes on
writing and publication assignments for
those engineering firms that do not hire
their own writers. (3) He may work
for a publishing house which puts out
technical magazines and books such as
McGrav.-Hill or Zic-Davis. (4) He
may write for the NASA or other gov-
ernmental agencies through civil serv-
ice. ( 5 ) He may write free lance.
Within the-e fi\e t\ pes of emplo\'-
ment, his work mav consist of one or
more of the followin'i three functions:
( 1 ) preparation of instructional books,
technical brochures, service manuals,
and news releases; (2) editing and re-
writing research and development engi-
neers' reports
; ( 3 ) preparation of ad-
vertising and promotional literature. In
an organization which employs many
writers, the writer probably specializes
in one of the three areas. A writer for
a smaller staff may work in all three
areas.
Much of the writers' time is spent
in writing manuals, brochures, and
news releases. On each assignment he
goes through four pha.ses of work: re-
search, writing the first draft, revision,
and publication. Let us say the writer
is assigned to write an instruction man-
ual for the operation of an electronic
computer. The writer first does research
by reading everything pertinent to elec-
tronic computers. These include pub-
lished materials such as old manuals,
handbooks, brochures; and unpublished
materials such as supervisory directives,
memos, and engineers' notes and reports
in the company files. He then interviews
everybody who can give him any help.
He will talk to engineers who designed
and developed the computer, and to
technicians who know the practical side.
The writer often observes the operation
of the computer himself. During all
this work he takes notes on the subject
matter. After he has obtained an under-
standing of the computer, he is ready
to write the first draft.
After he writes the rough draft, he
sends copies of the draft to everyone
concerned: engineers, technicians, pat-
ent lawyers, customer representatives,
and the editors. The writer has confer-
ences with these people and he carefully
considers their suggestions and critic-
isms. The writer now revises and re-
writes the material to include sugges-
tions and changes. Required illustra-
trations and tables are inserted into the
manuscript at this time. The final draft
is now ready for publication. Through-
out the entire process, the writer is re-
sponsible for the ultimate quality of
the publication. Artists, draftsmen, and
typists all look to the writer as the su-
pervisor.
The second general area of .ictivity in
technical writing involves the editing
and rewriting of reports. The writer
must gather and write material from
those who have done the research and
development, and present it in a logical,
easy to read fashion to the audience for
which it is intended. Consider the manu-
facture of a ballistic missile. At certain
intervals during the research and devel-
opment, a progress report must be is-
sued. The report must sum up and
evaluate a period of work on the proj-
ect. The design and development engi-
neers and scientists have not the time
and, in many cases, the rhetorical ability
to write such reports. The technical
writer tells management and others in-
terested, how the missile program is
coming along. The reports also com-
municate information and professional
interpretation to other departments
within the company which are working
on the missile. For example, the elec-
tronics research and development sec-
tion may send a report to the power
plant section. The report may tell the
power plant people to develop a pro-
pulsion unit with certain specifications.
There are also final reports on the
finished project, examination, investiga-
tion, inspection, and recommendation
reports. One difficulty encountered with
all types of reports is that the level of
training and education varies from read-
er to reader. The stockholder, the
executive, the chief engineer, and the
client each want a report which is on
his level of understanding. In each case,
the emphasis, the depth of technical and
theoretical treatment, and the language
must suit the type of reader and his
needs.
In the third general area the techni-
cal writer tries to sell products or ideas
through advertisements, press releases,
and other communicative devices. He
may prepare brochures of one to fifty
pages long that deal with specific prod-
uts or systems. He may issue press re-
leases of technical developments to
newspapers and magazines.
Qualifications of a Technical Writer
If you want to be successful in this
type of work, \ou must have interest
and ability in technical subjects and in
communication skills. Chances of suc-
cess in this field seem to be best if the
writer has an engineering degree. Ac-
cording to the survey conducted by
Keith Lentner, most employers agree
that the qualifications of a good techni-
cal writer include an engineering edu-
cation, skill in journalism, imagination,
diplomacy, and an artistic .sense for
planning publication layouts. Engineer-
ing students who are planning a writing
career should take as many writing
courses as they can. English, manag.-
ment, and public speaking would aKii
bi- very helpful.
At the L niversity of Illinois there
are several avenues of approach to a
writing career. One possibility is the
general engineering curriculum with the
technical publications option. This op-
tion allows the student to take 12 horns
in journalism and other helpful courses.
Those who want to write primarily in
a specialized engineering field such as
electrical or metallurgical engineering
should take a degree in that specialized
engineering curriculum and take help-
ful courses as electives. Such electives
might include General Engineering 216
(Engineering Reports) and 304 (Pro-
fessional Expression), Journalism 204
(Typography) and 326 (Magazine
Article Writing), and Rhetoric 151
(Business Letter Writing). It is pos-
sible for the engineering student to do
graduate work in technical publications.
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in
Troy, New York, has an excellent
graduate program for the technical
writer.
Along with the educational require-
ments are necessary personal attributes
such as tact, neatness, perseverance, in-
tellectual curiosity, and most of all,
ability to get along with people.
So, if you enjoy technical subjects, if
you like to read and write, if you like to
meet and work with people, and if you
have the described educational and per-
sonal requirements, the technical writ-
ing profession may be the field for you.
Circular Slip Stick
General Industrial Co., has started
production on a handy Circular Slide
Rule for engineers and for other plant
and office executives. Any executive who
must perform simple calculations will
find this convenient, pocket-size calcu-
lator extremely useful in his work.
Operation of the rule is simple and
the results are accurate. To multiply,
divide and find proportions is easy and
exceptionally fast with this convenient
circular rule. Complete easy-to-follow
instructions will be included with each
slide rule.
For your free Circular Slide Rule
write on your business letterhead to
General Industrial Co., 17S8J Mont-
rose Ave., Chicago 13, Illinois, and be
sure to mention the name of this maga-
zine. To those of our readers who do
not qualify as an engineer or other busi-
ness executive to receive a free slide rule
General Industrial Co., will be plea.sed
to send one for 50c.
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Tan Beta Pi Essay.
.
.
THE LAZY AMERICAN
By Robert J. Pfeifer
Much iiuitcrial very tvortli reading if
prodiiicd every year. One of the very
best sourees of this materia/ is Tail Beta
Pi. national engineering honorary. Be-
sides possessing high grades a pledge
must icrite a non-teehnieal essay which
is put into competition iiith the other
pledge uritings. This particular paper
lias also entered in the Greater Interest
in Government Essay (Contest uhich is
also sponsored hy Tau Beta Pi. Read
on to find out hoie ilc may he looked
upon in the future.
Durinj: the past decade, a number of
authors have attempted to construct a
picture of the typical American as seen
by other members of the world com-
nuinity, picture in the very title of the
work. Thus Graham Green developed
The Quiet American: William Lederer
and Eugene Burdick. The I'gly Ameri-
can. Rut to another American, the most
descripti\e epithet for the typical Ameri-
can is "lazy."
Yes. today that once-great nation,
the United States of America, is in-
habited by a strange breed of homo sa-
piens: the Lazy American, Americanus
lazius. To be sine, the Lazy American
that lives across the street is probably a
subspecies of Americanus lazius. Per-
haps he is the Lackadaisical American
... or the Lethargic American ... or
the Listless American.
It is the \ear J^IIO A.D. It is com-
mon kno\\-Iedge that "A.D.", anno
Dfiiiiini. refers to "the year of our
Lord"—but only a handful of men
know much about "our Lord."
This year an anthropologist has pub-
lished an obscure paper, a paper known
but to a small group of scholars well
versed in history. Translated, the paper
is entitled, "The Decline of a De-
mocracy—the Saga of the Lazy Amer-
ican." It is a description of the manner
in which the L'nited States of America
was destroyed from within. The anthro-
pologist's report begins:
"More than se\en hundred years ago
a republic emerged from the vigor and
vitalitN of a people who had extracted
a life from the wilderness of an un-
known continent. Two hundred and
twent\ years later, in the year 1995, thi.-
repubjic ceased to exist as a political
entity. The United States of America
decayed from within due to the strang-
est affliction to befall homo sapiens in
all history—nation-wide lethargy-.
".'\pparently the comforts and easy
life resulting from a half centur> of a
highly industrial and mechanical society
softened the once-vibrant American
spirit. The typical American of the 6()'s
found incomprehensible the complexi-
ties of civilization. In the papers he read
of seemingly incredible technological ad-
vances. The t>pical American was
amazed. Practically every phase of his
e\eryday life, even the aesthetic and
cultural phases, were subjected in some
way to the new science. The typical
American could understand little of the
new science which .seemed to govern
ever more of his life. Yes, he felt
amazed, and somehow oppressed. Rut
the new science afllicted him in another
wa>". During the 6()'s the vast reaches
of the cosmos were searched bv the first
astronomical devices orbiting the earth
;
the typical American was overwhcime.l.
In addition, advances in the biological
and medical sciences permitted the
"population boom." .And economically,
it was a decade of previously unknown
specialization. Inevitably these condi-
tions, among others, developed a com-
mon attitude of insignificance of the
value of the individual.
"Such an attitude developed into an
attitude of futility, and finally lethargy.
-After all, in such an age, what could
the actions of an individual do to alter
the flow of events? .At the same time,
policies of "full employment" were en-
acted by the dominant political powers.
As a result, a feeling of security, oddly
coupled with insignificance, flowed into
the people of the nation. It seemed to
make no difference what an individual
should do. And so the typical individual
did nothing. The Lazy American had
evolved.
"In the early 9()'s a crisis was
reached. As a result of the attitude of
lethargy, a shortage of qualified and
con.scientious men for positions of re-
sponsibility in science, education, indus-
try, and government existed. Further-
more, the president of the nation at the
time was not a man of strong charac-
ter and erfluent \itality. As a result the
election of 1902 found a handful of
candidates running for president, and
less than ten per cent of the four hun-
dred million inhabitants of the republic
caring enough to express their prefer-
ences by voting. \o candidate ap-
proached a majorit)'; three of them
claimed a plurality. The events of the
next iew years moved v.ith swiftness
,ind finality—civil war, political chaos,
gradual absorption by the surrounding
nations. The I nited States of America
ceased to exist."
The anthropologist's report continues,
describing in detail the sociological and
cultural characteristics of the Lazy
.American and the manner in which his
coiuitry decaved. Rut the moral is indi-
cated in the anthropologist's introduc-
tion. Man must take an active part in
society. Every man must want to im-
prove himself, his neighbor, his society
—
intellectually and culturally.
Or the next page on the wall calen-
dar might bear the numbers 1995.
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POLARIS: Northrop's Datico checks
out Pol3rls at all levels of mainte-
nance and operation.
SKYBOLT: Guidance and navigation
systems are being developed by Nor-
throp for this new and highly secret
air-launched ballistic missile.
MERCURY: The Northrop landing sys-
tem is designed to bring the Mer-
cury astronaut down safely.
Northrop is now active in more
X-15: Northrop produces Q-Ball, the
flight angle sensor for safe re-entry
of X-15 andother aerospace vehicles.
AERODYNAMICS: Northrop's Laminar
Flow Control technique is designed
togreatly increase aircraft range, flex-
ibility, cargo and passenger capacity.
TITAN: Northrop supplies complete
technical and industrial management
to activate the T-2 Titan missile base.
For work on these advanced programs, we seek exceptional engineers, scientists and mathematician
IWK: Northrop produces a.mare
jmponents. ground handling and
unching equipment for this air de-
tose missile.
COMMUNICATIONS: Northrop designs
the trans-Pacific Scatter Communi-
cations Network and other world-
wide communication systems for
U.S. and free world governments.
T-38: World's first supersonic twin-
jet trainer is built by Northrop for
the United States Air Force.
than 70 imi)ortaiit programs
- r_.>Tl-r
—
^-t:'
/
RGET MISSILES: Northrop has pro-
ced more than 50.000 electroni-
ily-controlled aerial targets, and
rveillance drones.
COMMERCIALMETAL PRODUCTS: Nor-
throp produces aluminum architec-
tural shapes for many important
industrial and commercial buildings.
'te Northrop Corporation, Box 1525, Beverly Hills, California. Divisions: Norair, Nortronics, Radioplane.
SPACE RESEARCH: Norihrops accel-
erated space research programs
reach into such advanced areas as
maneuverability, rendezvous, space
vehicle maintenance, space probes,
and the su'wji o( m^n in spacp
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NATIONAL DISTILL
expanding in fertilizers . .
Fertilizer consumption in the United States is up
88^7 in 15 years—from 13,466,000 to 25,313,000
tons.
In the same 15 years, consumption in the 16 central
states increased almost 140' f—from 4.607,000 to
11,009.000 tons. This is the primary market for
National Distillers and Chemical Corporation's fer-
tilizer chemicals—ammonia, nitrogen solutions and
sulfuric and phosphoric acids manufactured at
U. S. I. division plants in lUinois, Iowa and Kansas.
Now National has taken an important forward step
in integrating its fertilizer operations by merger
a growth industry
with Federal Chemical Company. Federal is a 76-
year-old mixed fertilizer manufacturer with six
modern plants in Kentucky, Tennessee, Illinois,
Indiana and Ohio. Iieart of the mid-west farm belt.
A Career at National . . . National Distillers'
progress in the expanding fertilizer chemicals field
is part and parcel of its substantial growth in indus-
trial chemicals, metals and plastics. Chemist-s and
engineers seeking a challenging career in a growing
organization are invited to contact our Professional
Employment Manager, 99 Park Avenue, New York
16, N. Y.
NATIONAL DISTILLERS and CHEMICAL CORPORATION
.EA VORK :C. .'.
THE COMPANY WITH THE FIVE INDUSTRY FUTURE
LIQUORS • INDUSTRIAL CHEMICALS • PLASTICS • FERTILIZER CHEMICALS • METALS
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ENGINEERING COUNCIL
BASKETBALL
TOURNAMEI
A.S.C.E.
E.$
ASCE.
A SCE.
E. M. S.
I.5.G E.
AC S
M.l.S.
I. ^-O n.
ACS
A.CS
S.A.E
S AE'
ACS.
-..A.E. ACS.
A.S.M.E
A.I.Ch.E.
A S.M.E ;
December 10, 1960, the Engineering Council held
the first round of an elimination basketball tourna-
ment at Men's Old Gym. On January 7, 1961, the
final round was played at the University High School
Gym. Ten societies participated. The American Cer-
amic Society won and the American Society of Civil
Engineers came in second place. A floating trophy
and permanent first and second place plaques will
be presented. This is the first time the Council has
held a basketball tournament; it plans to make this
an annual event.
GRAD SCHOOL
. . .
(Continuid from Piujc 19)
3. Should yoii coiitiiuie in graduate
education now or later? For the alert,
sharp, student, it might be wiser to con-
tinue graduate education immediately
before family, financial, and employ-
ment obligations become pressing. Nor-
mally, students in the upper 10 to 20
percent of the graduating class might
fall in this category. For a student in a
little lower academic bracket, it misht
be wiser to gain some experience in his
chosen profession before starting gradu-
ate education. The relative advantages
of starting now or later are obvious,
and thus you should evaluate your pres-
ent interests and abilities before mak-
ing a decision. A student who is a little
unsure of himself or his chosen field will
obviously benefit through industrial or
work experience.
4. Where should I attend graduate
school? Recently Dr. Berelson of Co-
hniibia University made a listing of 12
top universities for graduate study. He
did not say that these were necessarily
the best 12 schools but listed them as
being good schools. The schools were
:
California (Berkeley), California Insti-
tute of Technology. Chicago, Columbia,
Cornell, Harvard, Illinois, Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology, Mich-
igan, Princeton, Wisconsin and Yale.
All of these schools have graduate op-
portunities in engineering except Chi-
cago. Certainly a student selecting any
of these schools would not be disappoint-
ed and there are many other schools
which also have excellent graduate op-
portunities in engineering. A student in-
terested in a specific engineering field
should seek advice from his professors
as to the schools which would be most
appropriate for his chosen field.
In the past, the standard recommenda-
tion for selecting a graduate school was
based on the philosophy that a student
should obtain his edtication in two or
more institutions. If we go back to the
ideal program under which the doctor-
ate degree was offered in Germany, a
student studied at a number of schools
and then wrote a qualifying examina-
tion. In America it has been normal to
suggest that the graduate degrees be
completed in institutions other than
where the bachelor's degree was ob-
tained. However, the size of many of
our schools in the United States has
led to a flexibility of instruction which
was unrealized in schools previously.
Thus, the disadvantage of getting all
degrees in a large school is not nearly
as great as once believed.
5. The last question that you should
ask yourself could perhaps be the most
important and that is, will you be able
to finance graduate education? For the
well qualified students, there are almost
(Cnuiludcd nil Page 42)
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There are many likely reasons.
Perhaps the best one is the sum
total of them all:
At DuPont, there are no dead-
end streets for able, ambitious
people.
For example, DuPont is grow-
ing constantly, and growth means
more jobs. Every year we spend
$90 million in research alone, to
develop new products that create
challenging new opportunities.
In addition, DuPont invests an
average of $33,000 in each em-
ployee to provide the most modern
equipment, the finest facilities, the
best supporting services— factors
of special significance to the tech-
nical man.
WHY
DO
DU PONT
MEN
STAY
DU PONT
MEN
JFhalevcr the reasons, a recent
survey of ten large companies
showed that DuPont's turnover
rate among tcrhnical personnel is
within a fraction of one per cent
<if l)fing the absolute lowest! More-
over. aft<r live years of service, the
majority of Du Pont engineers and
scientists remain for the rest of
their careers.
We think there's food for serious
thought in these facts for new engi-
neers, chemists, mathematicians
and physicists who are determined
to succeed. For more information
about opportunities here, ask your
Placement Officer for literature. Or
write: E. 1. du Pont de Nemours &
Co. (Inc.). 2119-3 Nemours Build-
ing, Wibnington 98, Delaware.
ME
Better Things for Better Living
. . .
through Chemistry
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Skimming
Industrial
Headlines
Edited by Wally Cwik
World's First Betatron to
Smithsonian
The world's first betatron, an atom-
smashing electron accelerator inxented
at the University of Illinois in 1040 b\
Professor D. W. Kerst, is being given to
the Smithsonian Institution for perma-
nent display.
This first pioneering device which
produced 2.3-million electron volts of
energy was requested by the Institution
for exhibition in the Hall of Electricity
of the new U. S. National Museum
building in Washington, D.C.
Professor Kerst built three other
betatrons which are still in use at the
University. A 24-million \olt machine,
completed in 1941, is the prototype of
many now used as X-ray or electron
beam sovnxes by medicine and ind\istry.
The 8()-million volt machine was built
in 1948 as a model for the University's
340-million volt betatron, the world's
largest, completed in 1930. University
of Illinois physicists use the betatrons
primarily for research in nuclear physics.
Toll Collectors' Shield
A shaped Ple.xiglas shield protects toll
collectors on the Garden State Parkway
in New Jersey during inclement weath-
er. The shield is said to have cut in
half the number of heaters required in
28 toll booths and measurably reduced
operator colds, dry skin and other ail-
ments caused by standing in drafts.
Numerical Weather Prediction
The Navy is attempting numerical
weather prediction. A computer is fed
weather data, and after some 300,000,-
000 computations, the computer pro-
duces a map showing atmospheric pres-
sing at each point for the desired time,
usually 24 or 48 hours ahead. The oper-
ation takes 40 minutes.
Nucerite, Star of New Movie
Nucerite, a new material of constiuc-
tiiin is the subject of a new 16mm color-
soiuid hlni now available to technical
groups from The Pfaudler Co., a <livi-
sion of Pfaudler Perniutit Inc., Roches-
ter, New York. The film, a 16-minute
presentation, will be of particular inter-
est to researchers and engineers engaged
in chemical, nuclear and space tech-
nology.
Nucerite is a nnv ceramic metal com-
position which exhibits remarkable re-
sistance to attack in hot, corrosive en-
vironments. In its collecti\e properties,
Nucerite represents a significant advance
over similar corrosion-resistant ceramic
material in mechanical strength, ther-
mal shock resistance, abrasion resistance,
heat transfer, and high temperature sta-
bility.
Brrrr , . .
The extreme cold of a lunar night is
being simulated by scientists at Ford
]\Iotor Company's Aeronutronic Divi-
sion, Newport Beach, Calif., as part of
a program to land a 300-pound instru-
mented package on the moon within the
next two years.
Information gained from the experi-
ment will enable Aeronutronic Space
Systems scientists to construct a capsule
that can withstand the rugged environ-
ment of the moon, where the tempera-
ture drops to minus 250 degrees Fahren-
heit at night and warms to a plus 250
Fahrenheit during the da\-.
Preliminary tests and experiments
ha\e dealt with the lunar-night environ-
ment. Lunar-day environmental tests
will be conducted in the near ftiture.
A lunar night lasts a period equal to
17 earth da\'s. Since there is no atmos-
phere, heat loss is by radiation—the only
form of heat transfer in vacuum.
Whirlybirds Save The Day
A 2.7 mile long powerline to ser\ e a
microwave transmission station high in
California's rugged coastal mountains
was erected this fall in only 10 hours
by a 305 hp Hiller 12E light utility
helicopter.
The project, which Pacific Gas &
Flectric construction officials estimated
would have taken a 10-man crew more
than a month just to cut a road long
the right of way, was the final step to-
ward activating a Pacific Telephone c^
Telegraph Company microwave system
between San Jose and San Bernardino,
California.
Winter Plowing?
Russia claims the de\elopment of a
new-type farm plow that requires less
pulling power and can make a furrow
depth of more than a foot in frozen
ground. The plow is said to reduce the
tractor pull needed for a five-plow unit
by 35-to-40 per cent and increase the
depth of cut 20-to-30 per cent at the
same time.
Jack Hammers Muffled
A Los Angeles firm has developed a
mullller for paxement breaking ham-
mers that is said to cut noise by 55 per
cent. The muffler consists of two jack-
ets, heavily lined with soiuidproofing
materials, which can be zipped into
place around the breaker in only a few
seconds.
Copper Used in 7500 B. C.
Copper, one of fiist metals used b\
man, was worked as early as 7500 B. C.
Free Coffee
Motels are courting tourists more
a\idl\' than ever. Their latest idea is a
pushbutton coffee dispenser which pro-
vides free coffee to travel-weary motor-
ists.
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HOW ENGINEERS MAKE NEW DESIGNS POSSIBLE AND PRACTICAL
lUuntratioti conrtc.-ty of Grad. Urbahn A: ^vttye.
Inco Nickel helps give engineers the solution
to metal problems in new radio telescope
How do you design a precision instru-
ment that will "see" 38 billion lifrht
years into space? This problem was
answered by the engineers working
on this revolutionary, new radio
telescope.
But these engineers faced another
challenging problem — //oh' do you
actually build it? How do you build
a telescope as tall as a 66-story build-
ing with a reflector so big it could
hold six football fields?
Ho7i' do you build a rotatinx) mecha-
vism that can siving this giant up or
down, or sideivays, to aim at any spot
in the Universe with piyi-point accu-
racy? Just the tiniest amount of wear
or distortion in this mechanism could
throw the telescope millions of miles
off target in the far reaches of space
!
Wliere coidd they get construction
materials tough and strong enough?
Nickel gave them the answer! Nickel
in steel gave these engineers a mate-
rial tough enough to maintain pre-
cision in the rotating mechanism even
under the anticipated 20,000-ton load.
And Nickel, to be used in the steel
members, gave them the high strength
at minimum weight needed to sup-
port the giant reflector.
The radio telescope is one of the
many developments in which Nickel
has solved important problems. Most
probably you, yourself, in the near
future, will be faced with problems
just as difficult. When you are, you can
count on Nickel — and the cooperation
of Inco — to help get the job done . . .
and done right
!
If you'd like to get acquainted with
Nickel steels, write us for a copv of,
"Nickel Alloy Steels and Other X'ickel
Alloys in Engineering Construction
Machinery." Educational Services,
The International Nickel Company,
Inc., New York 5, N. Y.
INCO,
:i International Nickel
The International Nickel Company, Inc., is the U. S. affiliate of The International Nickel
Company of Canada, Limited (Inco-Canada) — producer of Inco Nickel, Copper, Cobalt,
Iron Ore, Tellurium, Selenium, Sulfur and Platinum, Palladium and Other Precious Metals.
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BRAIN TEASERS
By Ernie Frankovich
WATCH
RXWWS
XON rz ER.
1
NrvTMAklttt.
Electrical and Mechanical Engineers
and Physicists
offers you real opportunity
[F(i]Dff(fD©D(£] G®DaDaOv
offers you real living
This is the newly opened Norwalk, Connecticut, home of the Norden
Division of United Aircraft Corporation. It's a multi-million dollar
engineering-research and manufacturing facility with much to offer
this year's engineer.
Here you will find modern laboratories and the finest test equipment.
And here \^ou will find challenge to match.
Presently our challenging engineering programs include: Advanced
weapons delivery systems for new jet aircraft, 3-Dimensional Terrain
Presentation for Aircraft, Meteorological Radar, Automatic TV
Tracking Theodolites, Space Instrumentation Systems, electronic
scoring machines and systems, digital devices and computers, and
automated shij) studies.
Norwalk is located in beautiful Fairfield County, just 41 miles from
New York City. The community boasts the largest art center in the
East, a symphony orchestra, golf courses, swimming beaches, and
excellent boat basins. Here is family living at its best.
Excellent tuition refund plan for graduate study is available.
NORDEN
For more on opportunities available to engineers and
physicists at Norden, visit your Placement Office
or write to Technical Employment Mgr.
DIVISION OF
UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
Norwalk, Connecticut
GRAD SCHOOL
. . .
(Continuid from Page 36)
endless opportunities to obtain scholar-
ships, assistantships. and grants. For
those not so well qualified, the task will
be a little more difficult. In addition,
students that have become accustomed
to the L niversity of Illinois "in-state"
tuition tees will be shocked when they
learn of the cost of graduate education
in some private schools. At present,
there still seems to be ample opportuni-
ties in enough schools so that a student
still has fome flexibility in selecting a
.school within his financial range.
In analyzing your situation, consider
graduate education to be an additiona'
tool to be used in your engineering prac-
tice. When we select a mechanic to
work on our car, or a carpenter for
house repairs, we always desire to get
the most qualified person and we cer-
tainly would not select a person who
had a shortage of tools. The under-
graduate engineering educarion is con-
sidered to be the bare minimum prep-
aration required for any engineer. In
the future there is to be a greater need
for well qualified engineers able to han-
dle highly theoretical technical prob-
lems. As you analyze yourself, there are
only three important questions that
should be answered. 1. Do you have
an interest in graduate education ? 2. Do
you have the ability to carry on gradu-
ate study? 3. Are you willing to spend
the required time and effort to carry on
graduate education? If your answer to
these three questions is '"yes," then you
cannot afford ( and you may measure
the cost in dollars and cents, personal
welfare, community welfare or national
welfare) to overlook this opportunity.
As you enter the engineering profession,
obtain all the mental and technical tools
available to become as capable as pos-
sible.
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U of I Alumnus Co-author
Of Patent
J. A. Anderson is co-author of a pat-
ent describing a process for converting
undesirable asphalts to valuable petro-
leum products. It involves using cata-
lytic hydrogenation combined w-ith pe-
riodic depressuring of the action system.
Regularly a research associate in Re-
search and Development Division, An-
derson is now serving as chemical prod-
ucts adviser to the manager of the
Manufacturing Deparmient of Humble
Oil & Refining Company's Humble Di-
vision. He holds the B.S. Degree in
chemical engineering from L niversity of
Illinois and the M.S. degree from
Pennsvlvania State L niversitv.
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The care and feeding oj a
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ME?
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FISSION FIRED COMBINATION THERMIONIC
THERMOELECTRIC DIRECT CONVFRTFP
Chances are you'll eventually be involved
in some way with specifications for:
AIR CONDITIONING
REFRIGERATION
HEATING
HEAT TRANSFER
and chances are you'll profit by knowing
unHflm/BUSH
the One Manufacturer providing
"one source-one responsibility" for all four.
DUNHAM-BUSH, INC.
WEST HARTFORD 10 • CONNECTICUT • U. S. A.
'onic <;eneratoi' in its center ami a thcr-
hnoclectric generator surroiindinK it.
[Both methods of convertinj; heat direct-
ly to electricity operate on similar prin-
iciples (hut operate most efficiently .it
widely divergent temperatvnes. A ther-
jmionic ijenerator operates at ahoiit
S(l() dejirees F. A thermoelectric unit,
on the other hand, does not operate at
such elevated temperatures, but works
well in the temperature range of 600
to 1,800 degrees F.
Hy putting the two t\ pes of genera-
tors in tandem, the heat passing through
the tliermionic generator Hows through
the thermoelectric unit. The elements
are wired in series to give a combined
electrical output over a very wide tem-
perature range.
Dr. Joseph C. Danko, manager nt
direct coiuersion activities at the atomic
power department said, "While this ex-
periment was just to determine feasi-
bilitv of the heat conversion system, the
dexelopment program will continue to-
ward the goal of increasing the effici-
encv of the device."
A New Cardiac
Resuscitation System
Wcstinghouse Electric Corporation
has announced plans to manufacture and
market a cardiac resuscitation system
combining two new transistorized in-
struments: a small, portable, self-pow-
ered cadiac pacer and a bedside moni-
toring unit that will respond to indica-
tions of heart arrest by switching the
pacer into operation and signaling an
alert via radio.
Black Snows of China
Tlie Red Chinese are sprinkling the
sn(]w on Kilien Mountains with coal
(lu^t and burned wood and grass to get
more water to irrigate farms. The black
materials are being used to increase the
ahMirption rate of heat from sunshine
ami thus speed the melting of the snow
and ice.
Spray-it-yourself Kit
A spray-it-yourself kit now can turn
any "squirtahle" material into an aero-
sol product. The kit contains a propel-
lant-filled can coupled to a glass jar in
which the material to be sprayed is
placed. I'ress the button, and the result
is just like a store-bought aerosol.
Dial for Parking
Shoppers on short errands of an hour
or less can now park in \'ienna's busy
Inner City with little trouble by using
a cardboard clock dial. The motorist
places the dial against the windshield,
after setting a black hand on time when
oar is parked. A rigidly fixed red dial
indicates when he must leave an hour
later or face heavy fines.
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THE AURORA—
WHAT IS IT?
By Don McLane '64
The Aurora borealis, or northern
lights, is a strange and beautiful phe-
nomena, yet it could be one of the most
dangerous. Until a short time ago, sci-
entists were in the dark about many de-
tails of its existence, but the KCj\' shed
a great deal of light on it. It is now-
known that the Aurora is directly
linked with disturbances in the earth's
geomagnetic field and that solar activity
affects the earth's magnetic field.
The aurora is composed of man\ dif-
ferent colors which exist at different
altitudes. The blue and red colors are
most common at about (lOO miles eleva-
tion. The blue is visible at twilight and
it is thought that this color forms when
a stray electron ionizes nitrogen. The
red colors are very rare and usualK'
quite brilliant. Yellow auroras which
form from the combination of high red
auroras and the low green auroras are
most conuuon from 150 to I7S nu'les
ah(i\c the earth. The green aurora,
which also forms at 150 to 100 nu'les
above the earth occurs when protons
and electrons disturb oxygen. At about
^0 miles, excited nitrogen molecules
mav leave a scarlet fringe on the bottom
of the green.
The area within 25'-' of each pole is
known as the Auroral Zone. The aurora
is visible every night in these areas but
is never visible before 4:00 p.m. and
has always disappeared before ilawn. In
the northern hemisphere, the aurora
drifts to the west before mi<lnight, and
after midnight reverses its direction. It
usually moves at about 1 kilometer per
second. The aurora is a night-side-only
event and the reason for this is not ex-
actly known.
The aurora forms in rays, arcs, and
curtains which appear to be more com-
plex than had previnusK' been suppose. 1.
Surrounding the earth there are the
Van Allen belts, places in the geomag-
netic field where particles are enslaved
in two doughnut shaped rings which are
centered over the equator, one belt with-
in the other. The outer belt is known
to be linked with the auroras. It con-
tains protons and electrons discharged
hy the sun which when they enter the
belt, are deflected along the geomag-
netic lines of force. Since these force
lines converge at the poles, the particles
converge within 27° of the poles. Since
thev are now in a region of polarity.
they arc repelled by the pole. Some of
these particles, rather than travclinn
back along the lines of force, merely k"
straight up and create an aurora. The
aurcna is, then, the action of rapidK
moving protons and electrons in visibly
exciting gases in the upper atmosphere.
As was previously stated, these parti-
cles come from the sun. Let us see how
this happens. It has been observed that
unusual auroral activity follows un-
usvial solar activity by one to two days.
From this it can be inferred that some-
thing from the sun produces the au-
rora. This something silently rvishes to-
ward earth at .?7,(MII) to 74,(Kt(l miles
per second.
A gas, possibly ioni/eil h\<lrogen,
streams outward from the sun in all ili-
rections all the time. This gas is dis-
charged at a rate of about 500 kilo-
meters per second. When solar activity
increases, this may increa.se to 1500
kilometers per second. This "solar
wind" comes from the .v5 milliofi de-
gree Fahrenheit corona of the sun. The
more active the sun is, the more parti-
cles are given off.
The particles of the "wind" pene-
trate the geomagnetic field to a ilepth.
or rather, an altitude of 25,(KI(I kilo-
meters from the earth's surface. Dur-
ing periods of extreme activity, these
particles may come ;is close as 3500
kilometers. The solar wind is import-
ant as a line of commimication of solar
;;ctivit\' to the earth.
These particles, hitting the lines of
force, create disturbances in the geo-
magnetic field which disturb the iono-
sphere. The ionosphere is a layer of
charged, moving particles in the at-
mosphere. \Vhen the ionosphere is «iis-
turbeil. these particles are set into great-
er motion. -As these particles move fast-
er, they set up electrical cmrents which
cause the magnetic disturbance. 1 he
more violent the ilisturbance, the more
violent the aurora. These disturbances
greatly affect radio reception, since
radio depends on the ionosphere to re-
turn its signals to the earth. Areas in
the far north could be virtually is<)-
lated. It DKW line stations Ix-caine use-
less the countrv would be very vulner-
able to attack.
.Mthough a good deal is known, there
is still a long way to go and much more
to be learned before all the riddles of
the "Miilru'ght Sun" can he solved.
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Flying Low
The experimental Ground Effect
Machine (GEM), tested by General
Motors Research Laboratories Engi-
neering Development Department,
slcims over land and water at a 4-nich
altitude with driver. Fore and aft fans
driven by 15-horsepower engines pro-
duce a continuous sheet of air from an
annualar jet around the bottom of the
vehicle. This sheet seals a supporting
low pressure air bubble under the ve-
hicle. Designed to study stability, con-
trol and propulsion problems, the GEM
is 81 inches wide, 144 inches long and
from ground to deck measures 14
inches. With driver and passenger, it
cruises at a 2^2 inch altitude.
X-Ray Measurement of
Misorientation in Metals
When a polycrystalline metal is plas-
itcally strained, the resulting deforma-
tion may be a bending or tilting of the
atomic lattice within the grains of the
metal, known as misorientation. The
National Bureau of Standards has re-
cently developed an X-ray diffraction
method for obtaining quantitative meas-
urements of this defomiation. Such data
will be used in stud\ing the mechani-
cal properties of metals.
Lottery Machine
Lottery "fixing" is a thing of the
past—at least in Norway. Researchers
have designed a machine which comes up
with a completely random number every
two seconds.
Ultraviolet Carrier
Work by the Westinghouse Electric
Corporation to develop methods for
using ultraviolet light to communicate
over great distances in free space has
enabled the company's air arm division
to build and demonstrate a system for
transmitting images and other informa-
tion over an ultraviolet carrier.
Operating in the division's applied
physics laboratory in Baltimore, the ex-
perimental system employs a standard
Westinghouse 5ZP16 cathode ray tube
as both a source and a modulator of
ultraviolet. A conventional ultraviolet-
sensitive photomultiplier is used to re-
ceive the transmission. Liput image is
displayed on the screen of a standard
television receiver. According to N. V.
Petrou, manager of engineering at the
division, the most immediate significance
of the installation is its indication that
it will soon be feasible to use catho-
doluminescent devices as virtual point-
source generators of ultraviolet radia-
tion at the outputs and in the narrow
bandwidths necessary for space com-
munication.
A New Science
"Research is a cultural activity which
embraces all problems related to the
preservation and development of man-
kind." From this starting point, J- T-
Tykociner, Research Professor Emeritus
of Electrical Engineering, has presented
a proposal for a new term, Zetetics. the
science of research, and has organized
much of the present knowledge of re-
search as a science, whatever its sub-
ject matter.
The detailed proposal and basic out-
line for Zetetics are presented in a new
paper-backed book. Research as a Sei-
fncc—Zetetics. published by Professor
Tykociner through the University of
Illinois Department of Electrical Engi-
neering. The contents of this book are
the result of years of study, investiga-
tion, and writing on this subject by the
author.
Glow, Little Glow Worm
The Navy may soon use a new kind
of lightning bug to help power space
missiles. Batteries which work with the
aid of bacteria are being experimented
with.
Westinghouse Builds Hot Line
A new high-voltage experimental
transmission line has been built by
Westinghouse Electric Corporation to
study problems concerned with radio-
influence (RI) and corona loss. The
single-phase wood-pole line was erected
at Trafford, Pa., near the company's
high-voltage laboratory. The line is en-
ergized from the laboratory and is oper-
ated at voltages up to 200 kv to ground.
The half-mile line consists of two sec-
tions, end to end: about 1550 feet of
0.721 -inch conductor, and 1080 feet of
1.108 inch.
Honoring The Late Thomas
C. Shedd
A bronze plaque honoring the late
Thomas C. Shedd, Professor of Struc-
tural Engineering at the University of
Illinois, was presented to the Uni-
versity by the Illinois Society of Pro-
fessional Engineers at a luncheon in
the mini Union Building, at 12:30
p.m. on Saturday, January 7, \^b\. The
Board of Direction of the Illinois So-
ciety of Professional Engineers will
hold its Januar\ meeting that day in
the mini L'nion Building.
Professor Shedd, on the UI Civil En-
gineering faculty from 1022 imtil his
retirement in 1958, died July 11, 1Q59.
He was a member of the Illinois Struc-
tvu-al Engineers' Examining Committee
from 1944 to 1959 and served as chair-
man for several terms. He was a mem-
ber of the Illinois Professional Engi-
neers' Examining Committee from 1945
to 1959 and served as chairman from
1945 to 1948. He was president of the
Illinois Engineering Council for two
terms. He also served as president and
director of the National Council of
State Boards of Engineering Examiners.
In 1959 the Illinois Society presented
him with the Illinois Award in recogni-
tion of these services.
It's About Time
The old pattern of American science
and scientists learning from Europe has
been reversed since the war: today Eu-
rope needs to learn from America. Prof.
Frederick Seitz, University of Illinois
physics department head, declared here
today.
"Just as the United States had much
to learn from Europe about science in
the past, Europe now has much to learn
from the United States," Seitz said.
"Europeans need to give basic sci-
ence much more support, and they must
learn importance of teamwork in ap-
proaching problems being attacked by
today's science."
Prof. Seitz returned to Illinois this
fall from 18 months as science adviser
to the North Atlantic Treaty Alliance,
working on the staff of the secretar\'-
general.
More Engineers
Engineering freshmen at L niversity
of Illinois have increased 15 per cent
this fall, with 1,272 first-year students
compared to 1,106 a vear ago and 1,042
in 1958.
Largest gains are in electrical engi-
neering, increase 78, total freshmen
362 ; general engineering, increase 39,
total freshmen 178; civil engineering,
increase 33, total freshmen 215; and
mechanical engineering, increase 24,
total freshmen 172.
Dean Pierce's study shows 65 per cent
of engineering freshmen come from the
top one-third of their high school class,
only 4 per cent from the bottom one-
third.
New X-ray Lab at NT
A new \-ray diffraction laboratory,
to be used for research and student in-
struction, is a recent addition to the
metallurgical engineering department of
Illinois Institute of Technolog>-.
Used to determine the atomic struc-
ture of materials, the facility can serve
as a means to forecast the strength and
durability of various metals. Equipment
of this type has also been utilized in
uncoxering the properties of materials
and new methods to facilitate manufac-
ture of intricate solid-state devices such
as transistors.
46 THE
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BUT, OUR PENDULUMS AREN'T SIMPLE, SIGNOR GALILEO!
Since your time, Schuler has shown that a simple pendulum can be used for navigation if it has a
period of S4.4 minutes. By your formula. Signor, the pendulum would be 3.959 miles long! We
couldn't keep it simple: we had to mechanize an artificial pendulum with Schuler Tuning to iner-
tially guide the Mace missile.
If your career aim is any phase of guidance or navigation systems, you are invited to inquire
about AG's Program for recent graduate Engineers. The Program consists of formal engineering
classes and on-the-job training in Manufacturing. Reliability and Engineering. For AC" interviews
during the GM campus visit, contact your placement office, or write to Mr. R. E. Allen, Director
of Scientific and Professional Employment. 7929 S. Howell. Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin.
AC SPARK PLUG x£> THE ELECTRONICS DIVISION OF GENERAL MOTORS
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Flying Low
The experimental Ground Effect
Machine (GEM), tested by General
Motors Research Laboratories Engi-
rt e e r i n g Development Department,
skims over land and water at a 4-inch
altitude with dri\er. Fore and aft fans
driven by 15-horsepower engines pro-
duce a continuous sheet of air from an
annualar jet around the bottom of the
vehicle. This sheet seals a supporting
low pressure air bubble under the ve-
hicle. Designed to study stability, con-
trol and propulsion problems, the GEM
is 81 inches wide, 144 inches long and
from ground to deck measures 14
inches. With driver and passenger, it
cruises at a 2l< inch altitude.
X-Ray Measurement of
Misorientation in Metals
When a polycr^stalline metal is plas-
itcally strained, the resulting deforma-
tion may be a bending or tilting of the
atomic lattice within the grains of the
metal, known as misorientation. The
National Bureau of Standards has re-
cently developed an X-ray diffraction
method for otataining quantitative meas-
urements of this defonnation. Such data
will be used in studying the mechani-
cal properties of metals.
Ultraviolet Carrier
Work b\ the Westinghouse Electric
Corporation to develop methods for
using ultraviolet light to communicate
over great distances in free space has
enabled the company's air arm division
to build and demonstrate a system for
transmitting images and other informa-
tion over an ultraviolet carrier.
Operating in the division's applied
physics laboratory in Baltimore, the ex-
perimental system employs a standard
Westinghouse 5ZP16 cathode ray tube
as both a source and a modulator of
ultraviolet. A conventional ultraviolet-
sensitive photomultiplier is used to re-
ceive the transmission. Input image is
displayed on the screen of a standard
television receiver. According to N. \ .
Petrou, manager of engineering at the
division, the most immediate significance
of the installation is its indication that
it will soon be feasible to use catho-
doluminescent devices as virtual point-
source generators of ultraviolet radia-
tion at the outputs and in the narrow
bandwidths necessar\ for space com-
munication.
Lottery Machine
Lottery "fixing" is a thing of the
past—at least in Norway. Researchers
have designed a machine which comes up
with a completely random number every
two seconds.
A New Science
"Research is a cultural activity which
embraces all problems related to the
preservation and development of man-
kind." From this starting point. J- T.
Tykociner, Research Professor Emeritus
of Electrical Engineering, has presented
a proposal for a new term, Zetetics. the
science of research, and has organized
much of the present knowledge of re-
search as a science, whatever its sub-
ject matter.
The detailed proposal and basic out-
line for Zetetics are presented in a new
paper-backed book. Research as a Sci-
ence—Zetetics. published by Professor
Tykociner through the University of
Illinois Department of Electrical Engi-
neering. The contents of this book are
the result of years of study, investiga-
tion, and writing on this subject by the
author.
Glow, Little Glow Worm
The Navy may soon use a new kind
of lightning bug to help power space
missiles. Batteries which work with the
aid of bacteria are being experimented
with.
Westinghouse Builds Hot Line
A new high-voltage experimental
transmission line has been built by
Westinghouse Electric Corporation to
study problems concerned with radio-
influence ( RI ) and corona loss. The
single-phase wood-pole line was erected
at Traftord, Pa., near the company's
high-voltage laboratory. The line is en-
ergized from the laboratory and is oper-
ated at voltages up to 200 kv to ground.
The half-mile line consists of two sec-
tions, end to end: about 1550 feet of
0.721-inch conductor, and 1080 feet of
1.108 inch.
Honoring The Late Thomas
C. Shedd
A bronze plaque honoring the late
Thomas C. Shedd, Professor of Struc-
tural Engineering at the L niversity of
Illinois, was presented to the L ni-
versitv by the Illinois Society of Pro-
fessional Engineers at a luncheon in
the mini L'nion Building, at 12:30
p.m. on Saturday, January 7. 1961. Thi
Board of Direction of the Illinois So-
ciety of Professional Engineers will
hold its Januar\ meeting that day in
the mini Lnion Building.
Professor Shedd, on the UI Civil En-
gineering faculty from 1922 until his
retirement in 1958. died July 11. 1959.
He was a member of the Illinois Struc-
tural Engineers' Examining Committee
from 1944 to 1959 and served as chair-
man for several terms. He was a mem-
ber of the Illinois Professional Engi-
neers' Examining Committee from 194!
to 1959 and served as chairman fron
1945 to 1948. He was president of th(
Illinois Engineering Council for two^
terms. He also served as president and
director of the National Council of
State Boards of Engineering Examiners.
In 1959 the Illinois Society presented
him with the Illinois Award in recogni-
tion of these services.
it's About Time
The old pattern of American science
and scientists learning from Europe has
been reversed since the war: today Eu-
rope needs to learn from America, Prof.
Frederick Seitz. University of Illinois
physics department head, declared here
today.
"Just as the United States had much
to learn from Europe about science in
the past, Europe now has much to learn
from the L'nited States." Seitz said.
"Europeans need to give basic sci-
ence much more support, and they must
learn importance of teamwork in ap-
proaching problems being attacked by
today's science.
Prof. Seitz returned to Illinois this
fall from 18 months as science adviser
to the North Atlantic Treaty Alliance,
working on the staff' of the secretary-
general.
More Engineers
Engineering freshmen at L niversity
of Illinois have increased 15 per cent
this fall, with 1,272 first-year students
compared to 1.106 a year ago and 1,042
in 1958.
Largest gains are in electrical engi-
neering, increase 78, total freshmen
362 : general engineering, increase 39.
total freshmen 178; civil engineering,
increase 33, total freshmen 215; and
mechanical engineering, increase 24.
total freshmen 172.
Dean Pierce's study shows 65 per cent
of engineering freshmen come from the
top one-third of their high school class,
only 4 per cent from the bottom one-
third.
New X-ray Lab at NT
A new x-ra\ diffraction laboratory,
to be used for research and student in-
struction, is a recent addition to the
metallurgical engineering department of
Illinois Institute of Technologv".
L'sed to determine the atomic struc-
ture of materials, the facility can ser\e
as a means to forecast the strength and
durability of various metals. Equipment
of this type has also been utilized in
uncovering the properties of materials
and new methods to facilitate manufac-
ture of intricate solid-state devices such
as transistors.
46 THE TECHNOGRAPH
BUT, OUR PENDULUMS AREN'T SIMPLE, SIGNOR GALILEO!
Since your time, Schuler has shown that a simple pendulum can be used for navigation if it has a
period of 84.4 minutes. By your formula, Signor. the pendulum would be a.aW miles long! We
couldn't keep it simple; we had to mechanize an artificial pendulum with Schuler Tunius; to iner-
tially guide the Mace missile.
If your career aim is any phase of guidance or navigation systems, you are invited to iiuiuia-
about AC'S Program for recent graduate Engineers. The Program consists of formal engineering
classes and on-the-job training in Manufacturing, Reliability and Engineering. For AC interviews
during the CM campus visit, contact your placement oflice. or write to Mr. R. K. Allen, Director
of Scientific and Professional Employment, 7929 S. Howell. Milwaukee 1, Wi.sconsin.
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One of a series
Interview with
General Electric's Byron A. Case
Manager Employee Compensation Service
Your Salary
at General Electric
Several surveys indicate that salary is
not the primary contributor to job
satisfaction. Nevertheless, salary con-
siderations will certainly play a big
part in your evaluation of career op-
portunities. Perhaps an insight into the
salary policies of a large employer of
engineers like General Electric will
help you focus your personal salary
objectives.
Salary—a most individual and per-
sonal aspect of your job— is difficult to
discuss in general terms. While recog-
nizing this, Mr. Case has tried answering
as directly as possible some of your
questions concerning salary: ^,^|^
Q Mr. Case, what starting salary does
your company pay graduate engineers?
A Well, you know as well as I that
graduates' starting salaries are greatly
influenced by the current demand for
engineering talent. This demand es-
tablishes a range of "going rates" for
engineering graduates which is no doubt
widely known on your campus. Be-
cause General Electric seeks outstand-
ing men, G-E starting salaries for these
candidates lie in the upper part of the
range of "going rates." And within
General Electric's range of starting sal-
aries, each candidate's ability and
potential are carefully evaluated to de-
termine his individual starting salary.
Q How do you go about evaluating
my ability and potential value to your
company?
A We evaluate each individual in the
light of information available to us:
type of degree: demonstrated scholar-
ship: extra-curricular contributions; work
experience; and personal qualities as
appraised by interviewers and faculty
members.'' These considerations deter-
mine where within G.E.'s current sal-
ary range the engineer's starting salary
will be established.
Q When could I expect my first salary
Increase from General Electric and how
much would it be?
A Whether a man is recruited for a
specific job or for one of the principal
training programs for engineers—the
Engineering and Science Program, the
Manufacturing Training Program, or
the Technical Marketing Program—his
individual performance and salary are
reviewed at least once a year.
For engineers one year out of col-
lege, our recent experience indicates a
first-year salary increase between 6 and
15 percent. This percentage spread re-
flects the individual's job performance
and his demonstrated capacity to do
more difficult work. So you see, salary
adjustments reflect individual perform-
ance even at the earliest stages of
professional development. And this
emphasis on performance increases
as experience and general competence
increase.
Q How much can I expect to be making
after five years with General Electric?
A As I just mentioned, ability has a
sharply increasing influence on your
salary, so you have a great deal of per-
sonal control over the answer to your
question.
It may be helpful to look at the cur-
rent salaries of all General Electric
technical -college graduates who re-
ceived their bachelor's degrees in 1954
(and now have over 5 years experience).
Their current median salary, reflect-
ing both merit and economic changes,
is about 70 percent above the 1954
median starting rate. Current salaries
for outstanding engineers from this
class are more than double the 1954
median starting rates and, in some
cases, are three or four times as great.
Q What kinds of benefit programs
does your company offer, Mr. Case?
A Since I must be brief, I shall merely
outline the many General Electric em-
ployee benefit programs. These include
a liberal pension plan, insurance plans,
an emergency aid plan, employee dis-
counts, and educational assistance pro-
grams.
The General Electric Insurance Plan
has been widely hailed as a "pace
setter" in American industry. In addi-
tion to helping employees and their
families meet ordinary medical expen-
ses, the Plan also affords protection
against the expenses of "catastrophic"
accidents and illnesses which can wipe
out personal savings and put a family
deeply in debt. Additional coverages in-
clude life insurance, accidental death
insurance, and maternity benefits.
Our newest plan is the Savings and
Security Program which permits em-
ployees to invest up to six percent of
their earnings in U.S. Savings Bonds
or in combinations of Bonds and Gen-
eral Electric stock. These savings are
supplemented by a Company Propor-
tionate Payment equal to 50 percent
of the employee's investment, subject
to a prescribed holding period.
// vol* ii-oulfl like a reprint of an
inforniatife article en titled,^"How
to Evaluate Job Offers'" by Dr. L.
E. Saline, ivrite to Section 959-I-t,
General Electric Co., Schenectady
5, ISetv York.
Tigress Is Our Most Imporfanf Product
GENERAL AeLECTRIC
